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today
by Gary Duncan

Students from all over Scotland
will converge on Edinburgh today.
to take part in a demonstration
against the possible introduction
of student loans, following the
Government's Review of Student
Support.
The National Union of Students (Scotland) who are organising the action believe it is "arguably the most important question
we have campaigned on since. the
introduction of the grant."
Edinburgh University Students' Association, although not
affiliated to NU S, will be participating in the demonstration ,
and the EUSA sabbaticals have
organised publicity for the event ·
including petitions asking lecturers to abandon T hursday afternoon lectures to allow students to
participate in the event , and leafleting of the gene ral public in
Princes Street and at the Cameron
Toll shopping ce ntre .
EUSA is also offering black and
white campaign tee-shirts featuring their "We've Got The Power,"
slogan and priced at £3. These are
partly in tended as an addition to
the NUS idea of "dressing up" for
the demonstration. Medical, dental and veterinary students are to
be encouraged to wea r lab coats,
and students of other subj ects to
don appropriate attire . EUSA
feels that the tee-shirts are a good
alternative for students with no
professional "costume ."
The rally wi ll depart from the
Scottish Asse mbly building on
Regent Terrace at 2.30 pm today .
and will proceed along Princes
Street to a rally o n the Meadows .
EUSA has asked Edinburgh University studen ts either to assemble
under the Student Centre dome
at 1.30 pm or in Regent Terrace
between 1.30 pm and 2.30 pm.
The Association is also running a
bus to ferry King's Buildings students to George Square at around
12.45 pm .
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- Rifkind gets a rough ride
-Youth for an Assembly
-What General Meeting?
-SC?ttish Open Forum

6-7 Music

... ...

-Naro9nik Records
-TheShamen
-The Hook ' n' Pull Gang
-Ted Hawkins

-Jazz
Mr.Malcolm Rifkind, Secrdary of State for Scotland, accepts a "bit14:r" pill from the MPU as he
arrives to address the Politics Society in David Hume Tower last Fri.day. ·

Malcolm takes his
medicine

by Paula Collins
On Friday, outside the David
Hume Tower, a group of Edinburgh University medical students
presented the Secretary of State
for Scotland, Malcolm Rifkind,
with a giant bill representing their
·"remedy for education" - a £35
per week grant for all students,
and no student loans.
The protest against continued
reductions in the real terms value
of the grant, and against the possible introduction of student loans,
was organised by the Medical
Practitioners' Union (MPU). Mr
Rifkind commented that the current Government review of student support had "produced some
interesting ideas" .
The self-confessed "Secretary
of Scotland in a State" went on to
speak to Edinburgh University
Politics Society on "The future
isn't what it used to be". Heidentified the 1980s as a decade of

social and economic change and
stressed the need for a movement
in society's beliefs to meet this.
"Privatisation is not only ideologically desirable but essential to
economic rejuvenation. Enterprise and private initiative are
seen as dirty words and this is the
single most important reason for
why our living standards are not as
high as those in Germany or
Japan. "
However , he did focus on
industrial disputes as an area
where attitudes have improvednot only because of Government
legislation but because ordinary
trade union members wanted to
escape from the " mindless militant leaders".
When asked about spending on
education, Mr Rifkind acknowledged that it was important but
insisted that "you cannot spend
wealth until you make it" .
After the meeting he was con-

I Local research projects may benefit

Edinburgh .AIDS research
by Gillian Drummond
. Scientists at Edinburgh UniverSlty are to be involved in a new
research project into AIDS,
announced by the Government
last week.
The Medical Research Council
(MRC) is to receive £14.5 million,
Which will be distributed throughoEut_ the UK, to researchers in
dmburgh , Glasgow, London
and Oxford. The research, which
begins this year, will be directed
Specifically in two areas: developing a vaccine to prevent AIDS,
and drugs to treat those already
infected.
S In his proposal the Secretary of
late for Social Services, Mr Norlllan Fowler, stressed that "this
new programme should ~ot be

\

seen as an isolated venture . . . . It
will be part of an international
research effort."
It is not yet clear how the
money will be divided , as the var!ous research groups are required
to make a bid for the money available.
However,
Professor
McConnell, of the University's
Department
of
Veterinary
Pathology said he felt Edinburgh
stood "a' very good chance
because of local expertise both at
a scientific and clinical level". He"
added that Edinburgh is probably
the place which receives most
MRC funding outside of London.
Research into AIDS vaccine
has already been underway_ for
some time at Edinburgh Umversity in the Department of Bae-

teriology
and
Veterinary
Medicine, with work involving a
sheep virus model. As a result, the
University already receives major
funding for research. Ms Linda
Boston, of the University's Information Service, said it was impossible to give a specific figure as
there are several departments of
the University involved in AIDSrelated pro1ects, as well as a team
at Edinburgh City. Hospita!. Ms
Boston also had no mformauon_ as
yet about how much money Edmburgh University will receive as a
result of the Government's new
proposal, but she felt that most of
the funding for Scotland would go
to Glasgo \ illa ; '. as they
have re 1
the
1onty of
money
ntil now . "'
0
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fronted by an impromptu
demonstration
organised by
EUSA Treasurer David Dunc.an.
He presented Mr Rifkind with a
document prepared by the Students' Association outlining the
case against student loans and
made it clear the he feels Mr Rifkind is shirking his responsibilities
by refusing to see the EUSA
Executive because they are not
constituents. According to David
Duncan, the Minister's response
was "the usual platitude crap" .

8-9 What's On
10-11 Arts

-Edinburgh Playwrights
Workshop
-Over The Bridge
-Gamblers
-EU Madrigal Group

12 Film

Nevertheless, Mr Rifkind listened attei;itively to the arguments
of the students and their protests
about the difficulties experienced
in trying to survive on a student
grant. His response was: "You
would say that, wouldn 't you?"
but he did agree to see a small
EUSA delegation at his Edinburgh Pentlands constituency
surgery at a later date.

Shaggy
Dog
Story
by Anjali Dholakia
LIVERPOOL: In a recent election students elected an alsatian
dog to the sabbatical position of
treasurer on their SRC. He easily
beat the opposition, a Conserva-·
tive candidate . The dog, called
Mutley, whose "bite is worse than
his bark", is owned by student
John Woodward, who will be representing him at meetings. Mutley
has several major policies. Firstly,
that Lassie films should be shown
in the Union; secondly, that wall
to wall lamp-posts should be
erected, and finally , that the university disaffiliates from the NUS
and joins the RSPCA.

--Castaway
-Woody Allen Feature
-Gothic Competition

13-14 Features
--China-One man 's ivew
--Children's Holiday
Venture
-Opinion

15-16 Sport
-Table Tennis
-Karate
-Lacrosse
-Squash
-Shinty

16 Student Info
Service

GM dull and void
by Gary Duncan and Michael°
Burgermeister
Just seventy-one of Edinburgh
University's ten thousand students
turned up at Thursday's General
Meeting of the Students' Association-less than one per eent of the
membership. As a result, the Students' Representative Council's
(SRC) nomination of Nelson Mandela as EUSA Honorary President
badtobewithdrawn,andamotion
to dose the meeting was pro~
within minutes of its opening. This
was however defeated.
Notingthepoorattendance, Ms
. Presland then withdrew the controversial and, potentially unlawful SRC nomination of Nelson
Mandela to the post of Honorary
President of the Association: a
" quorum" of300ormorestudents
voting in favour is needed for any
motion to be binding.
~uch was the attendance-;;w

sions of this technically impoten,
General Meeting . .

number of casualties at demonstrations that have turned violent.,,_

Welfare Services

Gay Rights

The meeting then considered a
motion on students' welfare services in the University. the ·
motion noted that "higher education in Britain is underfunded "
It then
called for EUSA to oppose within
the University any further welfare
services cuts and for the EUSA
President to write to Education
Secretary Kenneth Baker expr_essing concern at cuts in this are?.
The motion, proposed by David,
Cline, was passes unopposed , as
was a minor amendment to it by
Paul Davies.

Opposition to making AipS a
notifiable disease and to compulsory screening was expressed in a
general motion concerned with
lesbian and gay rights.
Launching the debate , Andrew
Gray , of the RCS , asked why , if
the disease is largely confined to
the Gay community, was there
need for paranoia about AIDS?
The "Safe Sex" campaign, he
argued , would only whip up moral
reaction against the Gay com· munity.
No issue was taken with the
main points of the motion , concerned with the protection of the
rights of gays and lesbians in an
increasingly hostile environment,
but rather with the question of
parental responsibility.
It was argued that. children who

Palestine Students
The next motion continued the
long running debate at successive
General Meetings, between the
Friends of Palestine. Society and

..........~--!""II!'"---------------,

of chemical weapons were
counted among the misdeeds
committed.
Letters should be sent, the ·
motion resolved , to the UK
Embassies of Iran and Iraq
demanding a cessation of hostilities, and to 10 Downing Street
to demand the halting of arms
supplies to Iran.

Scientific Research
Another motion which was also
passed without a dissenting voice
expressed the concern of the SRC
that basic and applied research
funding , although crucial to the
development of Britain , was
inadequate . "Too much" is being
spent on military research , while
Britain, the motion stated, is in
danger of falling further behind in
technology while its competitors
are increasing their funding of
basic and applied research.
In response to this problem, the
motion proposed communicating
the Association's support to the
"Save British Science" campaign ,
and to bring the campaign to the
attention of the Association of
University Teachers and KB
Union . In addition, it advocated
writing to Education Secretary
Kenneth Baker to express concern on these issues.

Tennent's "Sexism"

Is it or isn't it - sexist?
approaching its peak for the evening at 71 students - that Science
Students Council Convener Ken
Sutherland was motivated to
propose a motion for the closure
of the meeting. Mr Sutherland
rubbished the idea of continuing,'
saying that , "we can spend all
night here debating ... and then
the SRC will decide what policy
will be to the end of this year. I
think it is pointless and a waste of
all our times to stay here ."
However, Mr Sutherland's
by
motion
was
opposed
Revolutionary
Communist
activist Andrew Gray who said
that the closure motion showed
"contempt for student politics. "
He suggested that it was an
attempt to "sweep motions under
the carpet."
The meeting then voted by an
appropriately small majority to
continue with the planned business, and subsequently passed a
number of motions. As Mr
Sutherland had earlier pointed
out, since ·ih~ meeting had failed
to achieve the quorum of 300 students , these will now be referred
to the SRC which may - or may
'!ot - decide to uphold the deci-

the Jewish Students Society , over
the issue of the "Occupied Territories. "
Friends of Palestine had proposed a motion which noted a
number of incidents in 1986 and
1987 in which Palesti nian students
were allegedly killed , injured or
detained by Israel i security forces
in the Occupied Territories during
student demonstrations. Some of
the students were from the University of Bir Zeit to whose Students' Council EUSA had
affiliated following a previous
GM motion.
The resolutions proposed were
to mandate EUSA to write to the
Israeli Embassy in London and
the Israeli authorities protesting
at the "brutal handling by Israeli
soldiers of Palestinian student
· demonstrations and the to Bir
Zeit and Al Najah universities.
A long amendment proposed
by the Jewish students lobby said
that the "casualties occurred
when demonstrations degenerated into riots ."
The amendment also resolved·
to mandate EUSA to write to the
Israeli authorities "to urge that all
efforts are made to minimise the

were adopted had no say in who
they were adopted by, while the
long-term consequences for ·a
child being brought up in an exclusively male or female environment were as yet unknown . This
view was countered by the argument that the prerequisites for a
good upbringing were love and·
care being present.
The main substance of the
motion , however, went uncriticised and the motion, resolving to
actively campaign against the use
of agent provocateurs by the
police against gay me n and against
"the promotion and imposition of
'family values' on children in sex
·education" was passed. It was also
resolved to "campaign actively in
support of all gay people who face
attack by police and the courts".

Iran-Iraq War
The next motion dealt with the
continuing war between Iran and
Iraq and was passed unopposed.
It deplored the actions of both
regimes , in their prolonging of the
war and their misconduct in the
course of it. The murder of
thousands of prisoners, the bombing of civilian targets , and the use

The next motion dealt with the
issue of whether cans ofTennent's
lager, featuring purportedly sexist
images of women , should be sold
in the Union shops. This "offensive presentation " of women was
symbolic of society's attitudes to
them , claimed the proposers of
the motion .
Kate Ashley , p'roposing the
motion , made a passionate speech
in which she cl aimed that the caris
"present women as commodities,
that are buyable and expendable;
which once fini shed with are to be
squashed and thrown away".
There was a need , she felt, to challe nge accepted values, and citing
the example of the ban on the sale .
of South African goods, she advocated a similar policy of banning
sexist goods.
Colin Ramage spoke in opposition to this suggestion , simply dismissing it as "a load of rubbish" .
He pointed out that other cans
with "sexist images" were sold ,
a nd that no objections had been
raised to other items in the Union
·shops such as postcards of Marilyn
Monroe.
EUSA Treasurer David Duncan, opposing the motion on
behalf of the Union Committee of
Management, railed against the
notion that EUSA should address
itself to such "petty" issues as
what he described as "tacky" Tennent's advertisements. There
were, he said other more important issues for feminism around
the campus, and the country, such
as wife battering and discrimination. He did not take offence, he
said, at the use of men to sell
Levi 's 501 jeans, and he drew a
distinction between sex and
sexism, claiming that "using sex to
sell was not sexist" .

Borderline candidates get best degrees
without the conventioanl qualifi-· with average or poor A-level improves with age until students
cations. But far from lowering grades get better results in reach 40 and students who attend
A report to be published standards, nearly 40 per cent of polytechnics and colleges than college inside their own local
shortly suggests that students such students get good Honours· they do at universities. The reuslts ·authority area and therefore usulacking the conventional entry degrees (first or seconds) com- of the research, carried out by ally live at home get better results
qualifications of two A-level pas- pared with 35 per cent of students Tom Browne of Brighton· than those who live away.
ses gtt the best results on degree with two A-levels.
- Polytechnic for the Council for
Finally, the report concludes
The report will strengthen the National Academic Awards, also · thattakingayearoutofeducation
courses.
According to this report one in polytechnics' claim to be the show that A-level results still have between the sixth term and colten · students who take full-time people's universities, specialising some value in selectinl( students. lege improves dergree results for
and sandwich degree courses at, in giving a chance to those unable
Other find- those with poor A-levels or Highpolytechnics and colleges of to enter universities. In addition, ings of Tom Browne's report ers but not for those with high
higher education are admitted the research shows, that students suggest degree performance grades.

by Sophie Peterson

SCAGtalks
The Student _ Communit
Action Group is holding .Y
. 1 con f erence in Leeds
Its
nauona
from the 13th to 15th March
with worksh?ps on anti'.
racism , working with ch'J.
dren , ~isability access, a~d
d1scuss10ns on topical issues
such as AIDS , drug abuse
and International Year of th~
Homeless. Entertainments
and accommodation are pro.
vided, and details are availa.
ble from the SCAG office at
the Pleasance. Closing date
for entry: Friday 4th.

Vacation
scholarship
The Carnegie Trust for
Scottish Universities is offer·
ing vacation scholarships to
students who would like to
spend part of the summer
vacation in long term study or
research which will directly
benefit their studies. The
awards are open to under·
graduates who have reached
second year and who "have
shown exce ptional merit at
the University.'' Details are
available from the Dean of
each Faculty, with a closing
date for application of April
!st.

"FT" Editor chosen
The Stude nt Publications
Board have appointed Alan
Young, a forme r Editor ~f
Student as the Editor of Fest1·
val Times for this year.
The Board hopes
that " FT" will be able to stage
a successful return to the
Edinburgh stage.

Days of the
Comet ...
Entri es have been invited
from undergraduate students
at the University for the
Grierson Verse -prize, worth
an estimated £180. Poems " 1 ~
any recognised verse ronns f
are invited on the subject 0,
· " In Days of the Comet.
Such is the fai rness of the
contest that they must besut
mitted anonymously in tnp
cate identified only bY da
'
ea1e
motto which matche.s a 5 the
envelope containing the
name and address of for ·
entrant! Closing date tarY
entries to reach the Secre 0th
to the University is 3
April.

. and the
Sloan
d'(ons
1 of
Similar strict con 1 otest
secrecy prevail in the c~orth
for the Sloan Prize, de<l
1
d awar .
mPos1·
around £300 , an
for a prose or verse co ver·
tion in the Lowland scot~pen
1
nacular This contest ~ corn·
to all st~dents , and ~ac dialect
petitor must state t .e much
he has chosen. Entr~s wee~
reach the Registry y
one of next term .

New forum for deb3te

Torchlight
march
for
Scotland

by Graeme Wilson
"Great value for no money,"
was how Margo MacDonald, the
naroboyant Robin Day sqbstitute,
summed up EUSA's Question
Time-style event, the Scottish
open Forum, in the George
Square Theatre on Friday eveninl?·
· The occasion boasted three
Scottish MPs , Denis Canavan
(Labour) , Gordo n Wilson (SNP)
and Sir Alex Fletcher (Conserva- ·
tive) as well as o ne prospective
Parli amentary ca ndidate , Menzies Campbell, QC (Alliance).
The debate began about 15
minutes behind schedule due to
the late arrival of Mr Canavan
which resulted in Ms Mac- .
Donald 's explanation that his
delay and the A lli ance 's victory in
the Greenwich by-election were ·
somehow linked . A humorous
element was impo rtant throughout the event, even though serious
questions concerning Scottish
devolution , prison overcrowding
and Ministry of Defence contracts
were comprehensively dealt with.
The first question asked the
panel what , in their view, was the
best way to lobby politicians, particularly in relation to the present
student action. The SNP's Gordon Wilson summed up the views
of the MPs present in saying tbat
direct contact wi th your representative and the involvement of
parents and their tax-paying
power are the most successful
strategies. iie also felt that mass
lobbies at the "gothic monstrosity" Westrninsier - we.re counter-

Ph

Alliance friend.
productive.
The next point of discussion
concerning the date of the next
election produced a startling concessio n from Mr Canavan who
stated: " It is true: Mrs Thatcher
bas a wee" bit of" sense of
humour". She had told him last
yea r that the election definitely
wou ld not be on Christmas or
New Year's day . However, his
Conservative counterpart , Sir
Alex , was not to be outdone when
it cam e to surprising assertions

a

and once the debate turned to
Scottish devolution he proclaimed: " Vote SNP". His apparent change of allegiance was
expl ained when he said that the
SNP were the only party which
could give effective devolution ,
but " ... if you don 't want that
nonsense , vote Conservative''.
The event ended with a studentorientated topic - the possible
introduction of a loans scheme.
Sir Alex adopted the orthodox
Government line here, defending

h M
oto: 10 n a1oney

· EUSA has been accused of condoning "foul play" on the part of
Sir Alex Fletcher, MP, who has .
been accused of preventing David
Graham , the A lliance Prospective
Parliamentary Candidate (PPC)
for Einbu rgh South from speaking
at the Scottish Open Forum on
Friday night.
In a scathing letter to the
Mr
Graham
Association,
descri bes how he had been invited
to participate in the forum and
how EUSA had subseq ue ntly
withdrawn tQe invitation follow-

ing protests from Sir Alex an MP . However , the re placeFletcher at Mr Graham's partici- ment for Mr Graham selected by
pation , and threats from Sir Alex the
EUSA ,
Mr
Menzies
that he would withdraw.
.Campbell, QC , is also an Alliance
Mr Graham accuses Sir Alex of :PPC for a Fife seat .
"foul play", pointing out that he
In a letter published today in
believes that Fletcher's seat is Student , EUSA ou tlines its
under thre<it from the Alliance in reasons for aski ng Mr Graham to
a General Election. "His inten- withdraw which centre on
tion ," writes Graham , " was to ensuring that the Government
deprive me of a potentially useful were represented either by Sir
platform. "
Alex Fletcher or by an alternative
Sir Alex 's objection to Mr Conservative MP, since "we did
Graham's participation was appa- not wish to let the Conservatives
rently that he was a PPC, and not off the hook , since education was

A Question of Degree Quiz team second to one
by Emma Simpson
Edinburgh Unive.rsity finis hed
runners-up in an exciting final of
A Question of Degree -the Scottish inter-university radio quiz
sponsored by the Standard Life
Assurance Company.
The Edinburgh University
team of Peter McCormack , J ane
Rogerson , C heow-Lay Wee and
Neil McCormick , Dean of the
Law Faculty , who flew in from
Sweden at the last minute for the
~z . lost the fi nal by ten points to

·
a strong St Andrews team.
Edinburgh convincingly beat
Stirling U niversity by 43 points to
33 in the semi-fi nal.
In the final itself, a poor start by
Edinburgh gave St Andrews a
large lead . After each round
Edinburgh managed to slowly
narrow the scores , and in starting
the last round only a point separated the two teams .
The fin al round of quick-fire
questions against the clock slip-

ped away from Edinbu rgh and
saw St Andrews e merge the winners .
To much applause from thei r
supporters, the winning team collected a £1 ,000 cheque for their
Students' Association and £100 to
each team member.
Edinburgh , the home team
with a notable sho rtage of supporters, could o nly congratulate
themselves in producing a highly
creditable performance and nailbiting finish.

The Meaning of Life
by Our News Staff
An Edinburgh University professor is in line for the Nobel
Prize , following the recognition of
.his discovery - a sub-atomic particle called the Higgs' Boson , as
crucial to life, the universe, and
everything!
. Professor Higgs , of the University's Department of Physics , discovered in 1964 a theoretical particle which bears his name and is
.now proving central to the so-called "Unification Theory''.
. This theory sets out to try to'
integrate as one the four basic
forces of the U civerse - the electromagnetic foree, the strong and
weak nuclear forces. and gravitv.

If this could be achieved, scientists could sum up in one concept
the entfre complex operation of
the universe , and everything in it!
The Higgs' Boson , devised by
the professor more than 20 years
ago in order to cope with a complex problem in a previous theory ,
now provides the only way of
reconciling
some
complex
mathematical problems which
need to be solved if the " Unification Theory" is to be made to
work. Its crucial importance is
recognised in an eight-page article
in a recent edition of the leadmg
journal, Scientific American .
The next major leap forward
for Professor Higgs' theory should

come in 1995 when a new "particle
collider" - with a diameter of 60
miles, is completed in the United,
States. This apparatus is being
constructed on the order of Presi-·
dent Reagan , and only a collider
of this size will be able to detect
the infinitesmally small boson
particle invented by Higgs .
Not until the next decade then
will the existence of the professor's creation be proved but in the
meantime his work may well be
rewarded with a Nobel Prize .
With characteristic modesty, Professor Higgs revealed in a recent
interview that he had to struggle
with physics at school.

_I

the investigation into the potential gains of a loans scheme and
addi ng that "B ritain has the most
generous grant system in the
world" . However, as one member
of the audience put it: "If o ur system is so generous why do you
want to replace with with a stupid ·
loans scheme?" Predictably, this
topic merely led to an agreement
to differ and one hour and 30
minutes after the first question ,
Ms MacDonald called the proceedings to an end.

Fletcher accused offoul play
to be a central issue at the Open
Forum " .

EUSA say they did not realise
that Mr Campbell was a PPC
rather than an MP , and deny that
they were dictated to by Sir Alex.
The Alliance , they say , was well
represented by Mr Graham's
replacement and they regret " that
Mr Graham did not appreciate the
position we were in , nor the
efforts we made to try and accommodate both him and Sir Alex
Fletcher".

Student
crashes
EUSAcar
by Emma Simpson
About £1 ,000 of damage was
caused to a six-months-old car
belonging to the Students' Association in a road crash involving five
Edinburgh students.
Three students were taken to
hospita l and one was detained
overnigh t with a fractured pelvis.
The accident occurred last
Wednesday mo rning at a roundabout near Stirling. An EUSA
spo kesman sa id : ''The car apparently came off a corner too fast ,
rolled over and hit a lamp-post ...
The six-months-old Escort
Estate was being used by the University Bedlam Theatre company
heading for a Scottish students'
drama festival.
Driver Martin Ross. known to
many as " Yossi" - a fourth year
psychology student - emerged
unscathed. He told Student that
" the dirver comes off best in these
situat io ns and if we had travelled
two feet further we could have
been dead".

by Jeff Sinton
A group of over 90 people
marched from Parliament Square
to Calton Hill last Sunday in support of a Scottish Assembly. The
event was organised by Adrian
Lea, Convener of "Youth for an
Assembly", an all-party group of
students based at Edinburgh University.
A bonfire was lit on Calto n Hill
and vario us documents thrown
o nto it to symbolise the downfall
of Soctland since 1979. The first
speaker, Adrian Lea, said that
Mrs Thatcher supported the
Israeli claim to Home Rule , yet
denied this right to the Scots.
. Mr Ian Chisholm , an SNP Parli amentary Prospective Candidate , said that since Scotland had
not had any real power for 300
years, it was time for Scotland to
have its own Assembly. He added
that the proposed community
charge was "a document produced by a perverted mind ,
benefitting the rich and taking
from the poor". Mr Jim Wallace,
Liberal MP for Orkney and Shetland, added that a Scottish
Assembly would vote in the
interests ofthe Scottish economy.
Former EUSA Secretary Robbie Foy attacked the Government
"for closing down seven colleges '
in Scotland, for abolishing the
minimum wage and for spending
money on nuclear weapons".
Mr Keith Smith, the SDP candidate for Edinburgh Pentlands ,
standing against the Scottish Secretary M alcolm Rifkind , attacked
his opponent for " putting high
office ahead of his principles , as
he had previously resigned from ·
his own party 's Front Bench ten
years ago because of its attitude to
devolution" .
Last to speak was Gavin Strang,
Labour MP for Edi nburgh East,
who argued that a Scottish Parliament was necessary to maintain
Scottish industry and " to reverse
the cuts in education, housing•
benefits and Tory policies of
despair''.
Adrian , concluding the event ,
said that he was pleased with the
turnout in view of the bad
weather.

GRANGE
HANDKNITS
We have the fullest rangt of
Aran Handknits in town.
Icelandic sweaters in 18 assorted
colours
Sizes from 22" to 46"
all garments are handknitted in
100%Pure Wool
A selection ofMohair Sweaters
available
Call and See Us
you 'U be delighted at our

-Quality • Value for Money
• Large Selection
6 Grange Loan Newington
Edinburgh EH9 2NR
031-667 5846
OPEN 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.

Convener loses
TO CAMPUS committee members
by Anjali Dholakia, Stobhan Mulvany, and John P. Morrison

Slander causes
election re-run
SHEFFIELD:
Ballot-rigging
and graffiti have caused a complete re-run of the recent sabbatical elections at the university. The
candidates for Welfare Officer
were Mike Stannet, a white Liberal and a black Labour candidate , Sat Basran . After three
counts the votes were dead level ,
but on some of the ballot papers
were written such.racist things as
"nigger" .
The National Union of Students delegate candidate Jim
Ward was the target of anti-gay
graffiti because of his connections.
with the homosexual population
at the university . Apparently both
types of graffiti are very unusual
for Sheffield.

Two members of the SRC's the most haphazard manner". He
Welfare Committee have resigned goes on to say that, " the convener
amid considerable controversy · has displayed a singular lack of
over the actions and efficiency of knowledge about practically
the Welfare Convener, Daniella every issue raised and given the
impression of discharging her
Gard.
The resignations, which follow responsibilities in the most choreconsiderable disquiet amongst like manner" . Mr Scobie consome members of Ms Gard's com- dmens Ms Gard's poem as "a dismittee, were prompted by a poem grace from anyone who alleges
sent out by the convener to the they care about welfare issues",
committee members, and naming saying that her phrase, "Mature ,
deaf, and AIDS stunts alike"
two of them specifically.
The poem refers to a "lazy demeans three serious issues and

Naked welly
fire fiasco
OXFORD: Recently e_ight male
strippers wearing only wellies
accidentally set fire to the stage
whilst attempting to limbo dance .
Only the prompt action of Union
hack Sally Marlowe saved the
marquee in which this bizarre
event was taking place.

Costly protest
Daniella Gard: under pressure
crew" and says, "Of a Devin or a the reputation of the Association
David/Who don't attend, you see, on whose letterhead it appeared.
despair. "
:speaKmg to Student, Ms Gard
Following receipt of this letter accepted that "there is criticism to
and the poem, both David Cline be made of the way I work and I
and Devin Scobie resigned from would actually respond to positive
the committee.
criticism". However, she said
Mr Cline wrote a savage letter that,"! would criticise Devin's letto Student, published last week , ter - he is talking from the inexsuggesting that "perhaps at the perience he accused me of; he was
next meeting we should allow only at four or five meetings."
Daniella to do the decent thing by
She refuted the suggestion that
·1eaving her alone with a loaded she had not taken the job seripistol. This is just the kind of new ously and said she regarded it as '
blood that the committee needs. " "incredibly
important".
shortly afterwards he resigned
Ms Gard admitted that she had
from the committee, although no indeed missed a number of SRC
.eason was given.
meetings , including three' SRC
Mr Scobie wrote another long Executives in a row last term , but
and condemnatory letter of resig- said she spent about 11 hours a
nation to the committee. In it he week on welfare work and had difstates his view that, "without ficulty attending some meetings.
exception every Welfare Commit- .
She regretted that Devin Scobie
tee I have attended ... has been · had responded on "a very perOXFORD: Television "person- shoddily chaired and conducted in sonal level" to her poem.
ality" Roland Rat was told on
Tuesday that he was not eligible to
stand for election to the post of
University Chancellor. A distraught Roland Rat , who had·
been nominated by six MA
graduates, said: "They're scared
I'd win."

SUSSEX: Some 500 students
spent ten days in the main university building, in January, in protest at the various issues currently
facing their students, including a
complete change in the con.stitu-,
tion. However, the university
authorities ·have presented t he
students with a bill for £74,000 for ·
alleged damages and loss in .
wages. They have also frozen the ·.
monthly grant cheques of those
who took part and stopped the ·
sabbaticals' salaries. 48 students
will have to appear before the disciplinary panel. According to
Vice-President
for
Finance,
Daniel Simon, no receipts or evidence of damage have actually
been
produced.
Alternative
methods for paying the sabbaticals have been found.

No go for rat

Allin atLSE
Last Tuesday, students at the
London School of Economics
(LSE) began occupation of the
university's Connaught House
Administration Building in protest over the university's refusal to
remove its · £1. 7 million share
holdings from South African
firms.
The demonstrators have ~ also
erected a picket line around the
university buildings and library.
There have been claims that students who have crossed the picket
line to go to lectures and classes
have been _verbally abused
On Tuesd&y, the university
succeeded iri obtaining .an
in j 11oction to stop the occupation.
A spokesman for the NUS said
that the students were determined
to cllntinue in their protest ,
despite the injunction against
them , until they were physically
evicted by the police.

. . . goes to Press
This week your resident scribe impressed with his ace idea for an
has decided to probe the depths of awesome AIDS .feature. "Music"
the hallowed Student newspaper, was then sought after through th
bringing you the facts, the fiction mists of hairspray and black cl e
and the fun. Up till now your rov- !bing, b?t ever since the devasta~:
ing reporter has only dared to con- mg demise of the sensatinal Abb
front the infamous Student boxes, Groundlings's interest in mu ~·
secretly ·slipping in his perfectly has almost died (cue viou~\c
penned prose and skulking away Watching students playing rugb ·
into the night, inconspicuously for "Sports" also didn't gra~
dressed in his Inspector Clouseau Groundling, and he was informed
outfit complete with ski goggles, by the wondrous "What's Wrong"
for the absolute anonymity that eds that their staff were reproduc.
such an intrepid investigator ing too much already . Yes, repro.
requires. Now, Groundling has ducing too many mistakes! The
"Arts" ed (yes, he's just like you
ventured to join the hacks •.•.
Groundling detected the loca- imagined him, a young Laurence
tion of the Student offices deep in Olivier lookalike) didn' t seem too
the bowels of the Pleasance, and impressed with Groundling's
attended three classic Friday lun- · knowledge of the ~xhibition scene.
ch time
editorial
meetings. Groundling was too nervous to
Groundling stood at the back approach The Great News Man, so
nervously shaking behind his copy all seemed to be lost as he slouched
of Student while the experienced out of Student with a heavy heart
hacks "man" fought it out on the and a tear in his eye.
Groundling again "bounced
noor. Groundling witnessed the
impossible: that poor little inno- back" and went to "Layout" night
cent paper with the enticing name to pen some graphics. Here was
of "Student" was literally ripped the heart of Student: a world of
apart! Every page fell under the cow gum, corrections and scalpels.
microscopic scrutiny of the hacks. Groundling was in the middle of
"Layout" (hack term for sticking his tenth attempt at producing the
the "copy" onto the pages, and perfect Durex graphic when lo and
surrounding it with the black stuff behold, the Great Man, face-a.
called
Letraline;)
was puffing and a-blowing, eyes lit up
excitement,
appeared
lobotomised,
headlines
were with
hounded, "copy" was criticised, breathlessly in the doorway. "Hot
but all was kept magnificently news," he spluttered forth. "Hold
under control by the luscious lady the front page, someone on the
editor. Debates ensured upon the SRC has farted!" Scalpels were
''function" of the What's On page, downed, heads were turned, admi·
the "obscurity" of the music pages ration was unashamedly expres·
etc., but yours truly was most dis- sed. The Great Man had cornered
tressed by murmurs implying that yet another scoop, only to be com·
the news was BORING! This was pared with the "l ain Catto lifts up
sheer sacrilege! The News Editor, his kilt" scandal. The front page
otherwise known as The Great was 'held" and in true "All the
Man, never without his finger on President's Men" style, The Man
the pulse, handled the situation sat up all night a-typing and a·
typexing.
with immense poise.
After this civilised "critique", The time had come for Groundling
the sub-eds were introduced. to depart from Student. He gazed
Groundling seized upon this in silent repose atthe gilt-framed
opportunity for further in-depth Glasgow Herald awards, the pie·
investigation. The idea of doing a tures of Archie and the Duke, and
film
review
appealed, · but strolled with pride and dignity out
Groundling groaned in disap- · of the offices, never·to step forth in
pointment as the milling throngs them again. Groundling is a born
surrounded the Adonis of a film investigator, not a hack. The ques·
man, totally obscuring him from lion is, will Groundling be prop·
the sight of your scrupulous erly "laid out" this week. Yes, "out
scribe. Undeterred (as ever), cold", by all the Student staff no
Groundling approached "Fea- doubt!
tures", but they didn't seem to be
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Into the Abyss?

Hopefully, toda~ will see a successful march against
loans and education cuts. After a long term spent
encouraging and educating, students are taking the
initiati ve. It would be a great shame to spoil this by
petty ~it~hing between EUSA and NUS, (or whoever),
be it by members or leaders. It is patently obvious that
-if we "on't get ourselves together before the next election , \fe will have a lot of explaining and apologising to
do to future students.
There seems to be more interes! in point-scoring,
ego and bureaucracy, rather than common sense and -action . Not from the students, but from the 'top'. Who
cares who organised what, or, who fouled up whose
video demo last year? The questio11 is, who dares sit in
the corner sulking while the government take away the
right to education for all?
,

". . . laughing lions
must come."
.
The unanimously acclaimed success of the campaign
has been the input, work, commitm1:nt and
enthusiasm by the so-called "normal students" who
now make up the Campaign Committee. (By the way,
my definition of ''normal student" is someone who has
not been elected to do some task, but who gets up off
his/her backside and does it anyway.) Students at
Edinburgh are more aware than they have ever been.
In two months you will have a chance to ensure your
work and concerns are continued next year.
It's called the EUSA elections and you can make an
easy choice; to move forward or to vegetate. If you
move forward, you will have to decide what has been
done well this year and what has been done wrong.
And then you will stand for election, or ask a question,
or give t he candidates such a hard time that they will
know ~xactly what their electorate thinks of them and
wants them to do. If you choose to vegetate, you will
moan about the elections, will not vote, complain when
nothing gets done, become apathetic and fail totally.
There is a wealth of talent and enthusiasm ready to
move in. And move in they will. It seems ridiculous
that "normal students" are doing so much, when some
of those elected to do so are doing nothing. There are
people on SRC who do not go to meetings or work-ins.
There are people rumoured to be good bets for sabbatical posts who haven't bad the guts to say anything in
two years. To those people; your are not going to know
what will hit you because the kind of people who are
going to take your seats (and career plans) fro~ you
have a clearer vision of what to do and how to do it than
you can even imagine. Personally, I can't wait to see it
happen.
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Dear Editor,
Following a letter which has
.been submitted to you by David
Graham about the Open Forum ,
~arEditor,
we as the organisers would like to
There are number of widely reply to the points raised by him.
accepted myths currently circulatSince this was the first time
ing which Midweek, Student and EUSA had organised this particuour beloved sabbaticals have done lar type of forum , we were unanothing to dispell. Firstly , and this ware that some candidates
may come as a shock to some objected to being placed on the .
people, Edinburgh University panel with a PPC from their own
Students' Association is not in fact' area ; David Graham being PPC
the best Student Union in the . for Edinburgh South and Sir Alex
country. Nor is it the best led , the Fletcher, the MP for Edinburgh
best run, the largest or even the Central. When Sir Alex Fletcher
nicest. Another surprising fact .phoned on the Monday before the
which may have escaped the event to register his disapproval,
attention of those caught up in the .he stated that if we did not find an
heady whirl of EUSA campaign ·alternative representative for the
fever is that the n&tional campaign Alliance he would withdraw from
for a living grant and against loans the panel. We were thus placed in
is being spearheaded not by. a dilemma ; we did not wish to let
Cathy, Claire, lain and David but . the Conservatives and Sir Alex
'by the the National Union of Fletcher off the hook since educaStudents.
tion was to be a central issue in the
It is not uncommon for EUSA Open Forum , however at the
sabbaticals to lack a sense of same time we did want the
nation.al perspective given that we. Alliance to be effectively repare not affiliated to NUS. How- resented. We therefore pursued
ever, it is unforgivable for them to the following courses of action :
set themselves up as somehow: . I) We tried to persuade Sir Alex
representing anything more than'
Fletcher through representathe HJOOO students at Edinburgh
tions to various people•
University. NUS has over 1.25
including the Secretary of
million members, 98% of BriState for Scotland to go
tain's students, and therefore can
ahead with the panel as it
duly claim. to be the voice of stustood. We kept trying this
dents- Cathy Presland cannot.
until Thursday morning.
Student. has seen fit to become
another mouthpiece for this self- 2) We tried to get an alternative
appointed vanguard for the stuMP from the Cosnervatives
dent movement, offering almost
- no-one was available at
completely uncritical support for
the sabbatical's actions. The most
staggering example of this was in
last week's editorial: "we have
only a week till our own march" .
This demonstration on the 5th of Dear Editor,
I note from your newspaper
March is being organised (again a
few people may be surprised at that issue is being taken with the
this) not by EUSA but by NUS work of the SRC Welfare ComScotland. Edinburgh has been mittee, and l would like to draw
invited by them to participate . your readers' attention to the proalthough once again EUSA's pub- jects that have been undertaken
licity manages to disguise this fact by the Committee. Most of the ·
rather well. It is about time EUSA work of welfare is not overtly
realised its own insignificance in a political and is in the provision of
national context. Outside our hal- services for various groups within
lowed ivory towers we have no the student population . For
example:
authority and little influence until the day when we are a part of
two terms of well-attended
the National Union that repreself-defence classes have
sents the vast majority of students
been provided
we must accept that EUSA has no
Deaf
Communication
a
national role to play and must be
course giving insight into the
content at motivating, informing,
natwe of deafness, and sign
involving and educating its own
language classes
members - a crucial task which
production of 14 welfare leafshould not be ignored in favour of
lets on issues such as study
vain attempts to seek national
skills, women and contraceppress coverage.
tion , childcare
Yours ,
a Health Education Day will
Paul Greatrix
take place in 3rd term in conjunction with Community

s"uch short nottce.

3)

We tried approaching some
Alliance people.

When Mr Menzies Campbell ,
QC, accepted on Thursday morning, we were faced with the stark
choice of either going ahead with
a full panel consisting of both Sir
Alex Fletcher .and Mr Campbell ,
or having no representative from
the Alliance or having no representative from the party in Government in a debate which was to
feature its educational policies.
After much consideration we
decided we could not cancel the
event at such a late stage when
announcements had appeared in
both the press and on radio, and
. so we invited Mr Campbe ll to represent the Alliance. At the same
time Mr Graham's call came
through to the EUSA offices and
we explained the situation to him
and apologised for any inconvenience caused to him.
Ultimately the Alliance was
well represented by Mr Campbell
in what proved to be a very
stimulating and interesting political debate. It is an event which we
will be keen to repeat in the future·
and have written to Mr Graham
inviting him to attend at the first
available opportunity.
Yours sincerely,
Jane Rogerson
President of Debates Committee
Claire McLintock
Deputy President, EUSA

Welfare·: what's being
·
done

OH IJO, M'l-UD,iHE

6ASY l~N'T ALI Ve
NOT AFTER
A FEW f\11NUTE" 5

-weu.

ANYW AY. \T:S A
BIT LIKE TAl<IN0
A TADPOLE OUT OF
111E WATER SE FOJ<e
TT~

A FIZOG.

No waiting
Dear Editor,
In the editorial of the issue of
Student dated 26.2.87, you stated
that there was a six-week waiting
list at the Student Advisory and
Counselling Service. This information is out of date , in that it
refers to appointments for counselling during the East.:r Vacation
of 1985.
Our current position is that
demand for counselling is higher
than the number of appointments
available . We have coped so far
this year because of the goodwill
of our staff, and because students
have agreed to wait a little longer
than ideal for their first appointment. A waiting list will have to be
instituted if demand increases or if
staff availability is reduced - eg
through illness, or reduced
resources.
Yours faithfully,
Lesley parker
Student Counsellor

Attairs Committee
autonomous groups under
the umbrella of welfare
include the Money Advice
Centre and The Womens'
Committee
greater provision for older
students is being sought
within EUSA in the future
It is my personal opinion that the
range of a reas welfare is remitted
to cover is too large for a single
committee; and in any one year
priorities must be made , often at
the expense of other worthwhile
projects.
:· It may be difficult for those not
involved in the Welfare Committee to realise how much is being
achieved, but I believe that personal criticism of any one member
should not overshadow the work
that is being done by the Committee as a whole.
With best wishes .
Cathy Presland
President

Students Welcome to

EUROPA
·WINE BAR
Infirmary Street
Where else can you enjoy fabulous
hot and cold meals from

12 noon-9 p.m.
Also try our Sunday Lunches from

12.30-2 p.m.
Look out for our-Goldin Oldies
Nlghtw.y Tlllldly end our
Sunday Night Dileo
lblolutll.1 fnt
OPEN 11limto1 am
tt 556-6165 •

Elkie Hook
Mighty Mogul Enterprise
Record Company! Why?
Let's find out, shall we?
They have a voice in Eileen
McMullen's that can rust nails at a
distance of miles, a voice that
howls like a wolf caught by the
tail a voice that has been nurtur;d for years by gargling. in
methylated spirits! In attemptl~g
to keep up with this, the music
whips itself up into a cacophanous
maelstrom of noise and discordant harmonies. Sounds pretty
good so far , huh?
Then why does the VOICE so
often remind me of Elkie Brooks,
full of cliched blues yelping , and
the word "baby", why does it crop
up in every song? The fast songs
too often stumble into sub doom ,
gloom , gothic monstrosities ,
while the slow ones limp along ,
turgid dirges that Janis "boring ,
old but at least she's dead , fart "
Joplin would have been proud
of. Lyrically , the imagery co~
jured up , which people hke Lydia
Lunch, Sonic Youth , Nick Cave ,
Einsturzende Neubauten can get
away with , when used by The
That Andrew tully! What a plonker! Photo: Tiddy Maitland-Titterton
Hoook, 'n' Pull Gang eventually
irritates like children trying to
swear! (What does this mean? Gang have been garnering
Ed .)
THE HOOK 'N' PULL
much critical acclaim from
GANG
pop pickets and pundits
Oh, well , the light show was
The Venue
everywhere - short features
impressive.
Or the return of Elkie in most of the major music
Andrew Tully
Brooks! The Hook 'n' Pull organs as well as interest from
the last refuge of the untalented
yet the Sinceroes will persist in
lauding this h brand of angtryhyoung-m an-is ness
to
e
heavens. I sincerely wi shed he'd
go away and thanked the heavens
when he eventuall y did . Rave off
Andy White.
From the ridiculous to the sublime. Ted Hawkins hails from the

Young gun Ted.

Photo: Paul Hutton

"be And Wh"

TED HAWKINS/
ANDY WHITE
Queen's Hall
Sensitivity, intensity, sincerity, vitriolic, poignant,
abrasive. These are all too
probable words used to

·
y
1te, prov1dd escn
ing of course you like him. I
don't, so 1 won't.
How about boorish , irritating,
dullard or expanded; "crock of
crap from start to finish" and
"stream of dreary , celtic verbosity"? Cruel but profound. We all

Mississdippi regioln where t e
learne at <In ear y ·age hto 1payI
blues an d country m t e oca
fashion.
Democracy reigned as the squealing masses voted in his finest
songs such as North to A laska and
k ' B · J H
T
Sam Coo e s rmg t ome o
M
eA. memorable night at the
Queen's Hall drew to a close as ol'
man river sent us home to our
beds with Hank Williams' Your
Cheatin' Heart and Country
Roads ringing in our ears. Ted
Hawkins!saveryfinesingeranda
funny man. I can't imagine who'd
want to put him in prison.

Watch your mouth over there Elkie! Give it to her straight, Andrew!
Photo: Oliver Lim

PURE PU

K

JANGLE

Mr Postman which sent the audiJESSE GARON AND
ence into shambling convulsions.
Fo llowing closely on their heels
THE DESPERADOES/
was the revised line-up of ex-CreMEAT WHIPLASH/
ation-ists Meat Whiplash with
BABY LEMONADE/
Alex Taylor playing drums and
THE FIZZBOMBS
wearing a bin-liner (who says
Onion Cell ar
punx dead?) . They played a quick
First up on this Narodnik 'n' fuzzy set, ending with Alex
label night were Cumber- belting out that old Creedancc
Clearwater Revival tune Bad
nauld ' s very own Baby Moon Rising (who says Ario
Lemonade. Minus their lead Gruturie's dead?).
guitarist, who stormed out 15
Last (and by no means lost) w_e
minutes before they were due h d(?) Th D
d
obv1
a ·
e espera oes.
·
to go on, they braved the ously the stars of this bash, if the
drunken mob.
crowd reaction was anything to go
And regardless of their by. The Desps were ably led thro"
.
d"1m101s
.. he d 1me-up
an d t he poor thei·r repertoi·re by Andrew
(Tarby to his friends) Tully plu_g·
sound they played a short 'n'
A de
sweet set ending with a mammoth ging their new double , SI
cover of The Undertones' G et single Rain Fell Down and Im Up
Over You.
Here at every (in)opportune
Then came the almighty moment. And why not? From
what
we are led to beli"eve it was a
Fizzbombs, an Edinburgh fourpiece
(three
girls ,
two lovely cover - sort of black and
k"dd. pie·
desperadoes) who play short square with a cutesy 1 ie
· A nyway th e music was
songs to surf by (difficult!). With ture on 11.
the luscious pouting Katherine an immense noise ably abetted by
(Me? Sexist? Never!) sweetly Fran 's lovely voice - much
belting out great dance numbers appreciated .
like Fu Manchu and their new
No doubt they'll soon be Sun·
single Sign on the Line, due out in day night live at the Palladium,
April, plus a rather ropey coverof well Mr Tully might anyway. ·

I~ lo~k'i~~;;~ ~'iOokknow ~j·
Breaking off for a moment
they're called? I'm really out of
from drooling over my Jim touch) . The Cult start things up on
Wiggins signed photo, I come Thursday at The Playhouse, with
to you again with tnore excit- Deep Purple taking over on Friday
ing news about the Edinburgh . . . . Ritchie Blackmore; wh·a t a
legend, what a musician, what a
music scene.
Those loveable folk at the Venue tedious twat . . . Sunday is suphave lots or treats lined up for posed to be a day of rest but not at
March; unfortunately none of the Playhouse as Magnum (one of
them are this week. The Crows on those moronic bunches of farmer's
Friday look the least dull of the sons who took up HM in 1980 and
bunch and their new single (to be hit it big for reasons unknown to
released on Friday) is not too bad, anybody); appear there to haunt
although I prefer We Want To Be us all. If that's not enough, legenSmith's Crips and I Could Do With dary axe-grinders Chins Crisis
a D. If anyone knows how I could fulfil their postponed date at the
obtain these songs on vinyl, please Queen's Hall on Saturday. Whatever happend to Angelwitch?
write in and tell me.
Not so metallic, just as boring,
Plenty 6r fun this week for all
you Metal Muthas (is that what Simply Red bring their disgusting:

yuppie pop to the Playhouse on
Tuesday. What is this sinister
trend for upwardly mobile,
smooth soul-funk pop with a distinct materialist ethic? I hate it, so
I shall defmitely avoid A Girl Called Johnny(Morsy House, Friday)
and Love and Money (Coasters,
W~nesday).

The Crows at the Venue, Friday.

Meanwhile lock up your chil- laughter of course •• · ) ·
befn
You naughty people have .
dren, cover your ears; yes the fatal
entries
very
remiss
in
sending
your
day has arrived; Jools Holland the
original "groovy fucker" returns for our Reader's Chart feature.
·
nd us . a
to the Tube. I always found him a All you need to do 1s se
15
srnug little twerp, but I hear the photo, a few biographical detaior
kids like him. The programme and your top ten records • · ·. · 48
itself hasn ' t a lot to offer except for just drop in at the groovy HQ in
Robert Cray playing dull old The Pleasance. Simple huh? tlook
man's music, and Shelleyan Orphan
That'~ about it for new• ~u next
whom our Oliver "discovered" in out for something a bit special
London many months ago and week.
AI11Y
wished he hadn't. Do take care,
STOP PRESS
student
to
catch
Hank
however,
Another first for ~he
who
Wangford's A to Z of C and W Music pages. John LmdsaY• tbesf
(Channel 4 Sunday) as its surpris- served his apprenticeship on. e in
ingly good. Last week's episode very pages has won first pl'l~phY
had a classic clip of Dolly Parton Sounds' National Photor.r;huf·
singing Jeannie's Afraid of the • Competition. We're all we
Dark that reduced _me to tears (of fed.

;ii: CHESTERFIELDS/
rf{ECLOUDS

~w , QMU

Tonight, as they say, was
tbe proverbial game of two
balfs, Brian! The Clouds and
fbe Chesterfields - Subway
labelmates - seemed to be
playing to two completely
separate crowds. The Chesterfields fans(?) were sparse,
inhibited a nd unreasonably
apathetic whilst the partisan
group of Clouds' fans danced,
sang and shock their fringes
furiously.
The Chesterfields music didn 't
merit the (un)respo nse it got.
They plav tuneful , jangling pop

music, competently, with feeling.
They have some great songs, most
notably their previously successful single Completely and Utterly
and the Sheep-like Sweet Surrender; songs .to dance and whistle
along to.
The Clouds, however owe
their musical heritage m~re to
The Monkees or The Byrds than
to Orange Juice (or their haircuts
at. least) . They play a brand of pop
with a harder edge (a flick-knife
pe rhaps?) with luminous orange
streaks of psychedelia running
n ght through from the opening
bars of the Casiotone to the obvious trailing-feedback endings.
The crowd were pleased (nothing
to do w.1th many of them having
friend s m the band!'!). A veritaPsychodelicPopRocble
kAnorakHappening!
Alan Muir

There's a widely held preconception about Avalon_ that they
are . a laughably inane bunch of
agemg, talentless no-hopers, who
m the worst muso fashion invariably spend five. minutes tuning up
between 15-mmute long instrumentals of incredible tedium
hence whose performances ar~
generally as about exciting as
watchmg a Ford Cortina rust. Any
band who can even inadvertently
name themselves after a Roxy
Music LP , and refer to their music
as "folk-rock " without so much as
a giggle , must be - it is said seriously lacking in the credibility
department.
It just goes to show that there's
nothing wrong with a bit of healthy prejudice. After all , what
other group could take the dreadful Alison Gross by the appalling
Steeleye Span and make it even
worse? Some members of the
audience , admirable at least for
their sense of fun , even pretended
to enjoy the sad spectacle before
them.
Don't go to see them, don't buy JOHNNY COPELAND
their records. Death is too good Queen 's Hall
for them . Spend your money on a
Well, I woke up that morcopy of The Rain .Fell Down
instead - you know it makes nin', knowing I was goin' to
the jazz. Said well I woke up
sense.
Bruce Hopkins this mornin', knowing I was

goin' to the jazz ..• (repeat ad
nauseam).
Shamen You!

THE SHAMEN
The Venue

The Shamen look as if they
have come straight from· Barlinnie Prison. Looks can be
deceiving.
Any punter swaggering into the
Venue on Wednesday night
expected a bit of crass muzack ,
had themselves pleasantly surprised by the Abe rdeen four some .
Swirling guitars and hypnotic
melodies of numbers like Passing
Away proved that The Shamen
are moving towards a sharper
individuality, rather than emulating old
psychede lic sound

(Younger Till Yesterday) .
Against a backdrop of tgreen
rotating globules , main man
Derek McKenzie was formidable.
This was quite an achievement
since he looked well undernourished.
But this minor fact did not stop
his deep murmuring vocals command the grtoup into a set of
entrancing numbers , the highlight
of which was Happy Days. This is
undoubtedly their best recording
to date and has deservedly gained
recognition for The Shamen.
The band deserved more than
the 30 people there , and it won 't
be long before The Shamen will
become megastars in Iodie circles.
Emma Simpson

This week we start a new column for short reviews of local
live action and new vinyl releases. Contributors this week:
James Annesley, Jack Mathieson, Andrew Tully, Jane
Bowie and Tom Lappin.
Breakfast of Champions {Potterrow) - This band never really
stood a chance; their music would
have been acceptable to other
audiences , and if they can find
some real quality songs with more
melody than their present selechon , they'll find success , but it
Won't be at Potterrow o n a Friday
night.
The Blood Uncles (Hoochie
Coochie) A Pete Burns
lookalike shrieked a nd wailed,
striving valiantly to be heard
above the bass player, the drum
machine and Big John 's raunchy
guitar breaks. The ; esultant
sound could most sympathetically
be described as an unholy racket.
Endgames (The Venue)- Playing
to a fairly quiet , but nevertheless
appreciative audience , Endgames
ran through a fairly racy set of
well-arranged songs of the Simple
Minds/U2 school of music: plenty
of rhythm , plenty of guitar , and a
lot of big build-ups. Catchy,
sometimes repetitive, but sometimes memorable .

The Hook 'n ' Pull Gang Gasoline/
Pour It Down Your Throat (Bitch
Hog 7") - Described by one party
as "the best record out of Scotland
in years" , this certainly pulls no
punches. Deep soul vocals over
BIG, BIG thrash backing, this is a
sinisier and erotic single that
makes most other indie releases
pall in comparison .
Slurpy Gloop (The Venue) Slurpy Gloop, a bit like somebody
vomiting down your trousers. An
archetypa l hippy on guitar , and an
insurance salesman on vocals .
Musically , I was told by the List
correspondent that they were "a
kind of trippy Eno ; they sounded
more like a dreggsy Hawkwind!
John Otway (Theatre Workshop).
John is back only four months
after the last time with much the
same set. Still hilarious, still
touching, not quite so athletic , not
~ uite such a large audience. Pop
inusic needs this man; why
weren't you there, if only to see.
him doing Blockbuster?

Photo: John Maloney

This was perhaps the only blues
cliche that Johnny Copeland
didn't come out with last Friday
night. We got everything else
from "My name's Johnny Copeland , and I'm from Houston,

Narodnik Records is the hottest new record label in town!
Suzanne Doran went to talk to the brain behind Narodnik
Eddie Connelly.
'

Texas" to "If anyone doesn't want
to party then they better get o n
o ut the door" . All this seems a bit
unfair, however, as everyone did
no t want lo party, and the liveliest
crowd a Queen's Hall jazz concert
has seen si nce Gil Scott-Heron hit
the floor.
It all seems even more unfair in
light of the fact that 01 ' Johnny (as
he's known to his friends) could
certainly play , even if we did tend
to find him rather bogged down in
standard blues chuggaloog riffs a
bit too often. Still, his infectious
personality carried him through
and , as everyone else stomped
away, I even found myself rather
caught up in the party spirit. But
when I woke up the next mornin',
said , when I woke up the next
momin ' ...

Mr Narodnik: the Jackie pin-up

E.K.O.K.! Forget Detroit, forget Minneapolis! EAST KILBRIDE has
Below: An amazing Fizzbombs
multicoloured guitar.
pro_ba bl y ha d more influence on popular music as we know it today than
any other town in the whole rockin' world! Roddy Frame and Aztec
~amera, Ian Asbury from The Cult, The Jesus and Mary Chain, the list
1s endless! Hot on the Cuban heels of all these luminaries comes Eddie
Connelly, former member of Meat Whiplash and founder of Narodnik
Records .
.Eddie is 22 years old. He moved to Edinburgh this time last year after
his Glasgow residence began to crumble around his ears. The Meat
Whiplash thing finished and he was faced with a dilemma - what was
there for him in life without the ''Lash"? His girlfriend (Alex from The
Shop Assistants) found him weeping on the kitchen table one day and
said, ''I've got just the thing for you." She presented him with a tape of
top group Jesse Garon and The Desperadoes but it was a while before
their frrst single Splashing Along came out. Eddie went down the DHSS
and got himself on the Enterprise Allowance Scheme, which basically
reduces the number of people officially unemployed. It also provides £40
a week for Eddie to manage the affairs of five bands. Thatch's Britain
don't you just love it?
'
There are three directors of Narodnik (which means ''for the people"
in Russian): Eddie, Alex Taylor and Michael Kerr. The whole thing,
however, is run very much like a co-operative, with all the bands helping
out. So far, Narodnik has signed Jesse Garon and The Desperadoes The
Fizzbombs, Meat Whiplash (the new improved version), Baby
Lemonade (from Cumbemauld) and The Bikini Machine(a beatgirl duo
fr11m California). Eddie has just put out the Desperadoes' second single
Mr Narodnik: the logo
The Rain Fell Down (NRK 002),and is currently working on future
releases from the other bands. He spends a lot of his time on the ph~ne
in the living room of the Narodnik nerve-centre in-Lauriston Park. This
in itself is quite a remarkable feat because (without putting too fine a
point on it) the living room boasts the most spectacularly tasteless
wallpaper I have ever seen. Eddie is unaffected by this intrusion of
vulgarity but hopefully he has plans to redcorate when the Desperadoes
get signed to a Big Label which should be fairly soon. The weekly stipend
from the EAS goes on postage, phone bills, transport for the bands to
play live - all of this leaves nothing in the petty cash for expensive drug
habits or bribes to the music press. Eddie modelled for this year's Jackie
annual! but otherwise he's a really decent bloke. Don't go near
Lauriston Park, however, unless you're willing to be roped into putting
records into envelopes. And finally, I've been asked to mention that any
band interested in a deal with Narodnik can send their demo tapes to
Eddie Connelly, 11 Lauriston Par~ .

NRK 002/The latest Narodnik
release.
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F I L ·M H 0 U S E F I L M
Lothian Rd
2282688
MEN
Mar 5-6; 2.15. MarB-11; 6.15 (not
Sun), 8.30. Mar 11; 2.30
Husbands,
lovers,
friends;
indeed what every woman
wants.

TRUE STORIES
Mar 5-7m 4.45 (not Thu), 6.45,
8.45
Some of the more remarkable
events in the life of a Texan town;
"boy has two brains," "Grooms
kiss kills bride at altar"
CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG
Mar7; 2pm(£1)
More terrifying than 'Gothic';
more gunge than 'The Fly' and a
better car than Ferris Bueller.
ALL OF ME & THE JERK
Mar8-9; 7.00
Two films starring Steve Martin ;
firstly as an attorney in charge of
a sickly heiresses estate, then as
an eternal laser.
ALCHEMISTS 3 ·
Mar 10; 7.00, 8.45
Just peel me off the ceiling man!
Totally freaky, spaced out
DREAMCHILD
' Mar 11 ; 6.00
A beautifully filmed tale mtluenced by the real Alice from Alice
In Wonderland.
RAGING BULL
Mar 9-10; 2.30
Stars Robert de Niro as a boxing
champ.
RATE ITX
Mar 5-7 ; 2.30, 6.30, 8.30
(Sat4.30)
Funny but frightening glimpse of
the varying degrees of male
chauvinism . (Not as much as
there is at Student.)
DAY OFF FOR WOMEN
Mar 811 .30 am; Mar91.15
Films to celebrate International
Women's Day.
HANDSWORTH SONGS
Mar 11; 8.15
Documentary-style depiction of
the experience of blacks in Britain .

A

B

Grindlay St.
229 9697
THREE SISTERS
Till 14 March; 7.45 pm
Tickets: £2.50, £5.50
By Anton " Russia's finest"
Chekhov. The Prozorov sisters
are forever talking of leaving
their provincial home and going
to Moscow, but (as always in
Chekhov), they never go. A sto'ry
of humour, sensitivity and
tragedy.

The second about the life of this
renowned band leader, all his hit ·THE TRAGEDIE OF MACBETH
11 March; 7·30 pm
songs are featured.
- - - - - - - - - - - · £1 (50p)
By David Purves. A season of
- - - - - - - - - - - - new plays in workshop form presented by the Edinburgh PlaywClerk Street
rights Workshop. The play is fol667 7331
lowed by audience "discussion''.
THE FLY
1.55 (not Sun), 4.05 (not Sun),.
6.15, 8.35
In a drunken fit of sexual jea lousy
Goldblum dares to act as his own
guinea pig in the first teleportation of a human being. However, 2 Leven St
a fly gets trapped in the 229 1201
apparatus to cause horrific NOISES OFF
results
Till 7 March; 7.30 pm
£5.50-£7.50 (cons. available)
PEGGY SUE
2.15 (not Sun). 5.45, 8.15
By Mic~ael Frayn. An award-winAn entertaining film as Peggy ning, West End comedy, both
Sue, back in the past, has to clever and funny, sounds just
decide whether to make happen right for those of us who are
what she knows does -get it?
"clever and funny''.

CHURCH HILL

MANDELA
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DOMINl ·ON
Newbattle Terrace
447 2660
CRpCOOILE DUNDEE
Hogan is. highly mocking about
life in the outback and seems to
fit into mad Manhattan without
too much difficulty.
MONA LISA
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
Despite several unnecessary
threads to the story, a brilliant
depiction of "the other side of
life."
ROOM WITH A VIEW
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Enjoyal:ile love story set partly in
Italy. Obviously worth a try as it
was no~inated for no less than
eil)ht Oscars!
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CROCODILE DUNDEE
2.00 (not Sun)]. 6.00, 8.25
Mildly funny comedy-romance
as a journalist falls for the man
she brings over from Australia to
America despite the fact she
should be otherwise engaged.

c ...

Lothian Road
2293030
CASTAWAY
From Fri; 2 (not Sun) 5, 8
Roeg's adaptation of the novel
from Lucy Irving about her experiment into fundamental human
relations in isolation on a desert
island.
THE GOLDEN CHILD
2.25 (not Sun) 5,25, 8.25
Eddie Murphy attempts to save
the world but doesn't even
swear.
SOUL MAN
2.30 (not Sun) 5.15, 8.15
· "American Teen Shit" quoth our ·
resident filryi ed.
·

S 0 C B E D L A M L Y C E U M

STRANGER THAN PARADISE
LOST IN AMERICA
2 Forrest Road
George Square Theatre
225 9873
6 March 6.45, 8.25
OVER THE BRIDGE
What happens when two New Till 6 March ; 8 pm
Yorkers find themselves lum- £1.50 members, £2 non-membered with a relative from East- bers, £'2.50 for non-students.
ern Europe?-fun! fun! fun! The By Sam Thompson. A Bedlam
second shows a yuppie couples mainterm set in the 1950's in a
struggles having 1en their com- Belfast shipyard . A portrayal of
fortable home to rediscover religious bigotry.
America.
THE LEOPARD
3 George Square Theatre
GOO
8 March; 6.45
11march;1.30pm
Deals with the declining fortunes £1 .50,£1
of a Sicilian clan starring Burt By Woody Allen . " Well written ,
Lancaster as the head of the fam - well directed, well acted." (appaily desperately attempting to rently) .
save his world .
MY FIRST WIFE
THE GLEN MILLER STORY
11 march ; 6.45, 8.35
The first about the pain and hurt
caused by a marriage break up, a ·Gateway Exchange

'1,,1
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Home Street, Tollcross
228 4141
WHEN THE WIND BLOWS
Mar 5; 2.20, 4.00, 5.40, 7 .45, 9.1 0
Last chance for Aramageddon .
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TRAVERSE
112 West Bow, Grassmarket
225 2633
GAMBLERS
Till 15 March; 7.30 pm
Students; £2.50
By Nicolai Gogol. A co-production between the Traverse and
Tron Theatres . A dark, obsessive
black comedy: a portrait of a conman amongst con-men .

Morningside Road
332 3980
RELATIVELY SPEAKING
11-14 March; 7.30 pm
£2.50 (£1.50 for students)
From Usher Hall Box Office and
Cruickshanks.
By Alan Ayckbourn, presented by
Leitheatre. This kind of play
makes seaside holiday makers
laugh when their holiday is
spoiled by rain so I'm'
informed by the press publicity.
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Clerk Street
667 7331
ROBERT HALPERN
Every Sat. night; 11 .30 pm
Tickets ; £1 .50

EXH I
TALBOT RICE FRUITMARKET
GALLERY GALLERY
Old College, South Bridge
6671011
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm
Till 11 April
WORKS ON PAPER - why not
relieve the tension of exam/essay
pressure by going along for a
look. Alternatively a couple of
Anadin 's might do the trick.

GOTHIC
Mar 6 onwards ; 3, 5, 7, 9
Terrorific new movie (I love these
cliches, how typically what's
On!) to conjure up your darkest
fears. Poets Byron and Shelley
indulge in a seance, whose perverse effects were to inspire the
imagination of the two to create
NATIONAL GALLERY
horrific creatures.
The Mound
BAD TIMING
556 8921
CRIMES OF PASSION
M ,on-Sat 10-5, Sun 2-3
Mar 6; 11.15 pm (£2)
Till 29April
A love story of psychosexual vio- ROBERT NANTEUIL - Engraver
lence from the maker.of 'Casta- to the court of Louis XIV, you can
way' plus Kathleen Turner and ·
Anthony Perkins in the s<Jrt of trust What's On to bring you all
the relevant details.
film you wouldn't take your
Granny to see.

FRUITMARKET
29 Market Street
225 2383
Tues-Sat 10-5.30
Till 21 march
SALLY FRESHWATER - Paper
and silk constructyions- a combination of this nanewspaper
and Gary 'News ed' Duncan 's
hosiery.

NATIONAL
GALLERYPORTRAIT
GALLERY

9 112 WEEKS
VIDEODROME
Mar 7; 11.15 pm (£2)
Yup, yup, yuppie film in which
Kim Bassinger and Mickey
Rourke get into a bit of a jam,
then Debbie, Harry, swaying between the reality and fiction of the
TV screen.

PORTRAIT GALLERY
Queen SAtreet
556 8921
Till 21 April
GENIAL COMPANY - Just like
the friendly, welcoming staff of
student (well most of us at least!)

PRINTMAKERS R I C H A R D
WORKSHOP D E MARCO

PRINTMAKERS
234 Union Street
(opp Playhouse)
Mon-Sat 10-5.30
Till 14 Nov
,
THE TIN DRUM
JAZ.Z WORKS - supposed to be
quite good unlike the music
Mar8; 2 pm
The rise of fascism as seen by a which inspired this exhib. (oh
no nasty comments
young boy who refuses to grow. sorry about things I've never heard).
up

RICHARD DE MARCO GALLERY
17/21 Blackfriars St.
4-8 May- exhibition
Art Competition - theme "Garden of Eden " - your chance to
win £100 various judges
·including Demarco himself hand in entries to the gallery by
April 20th.

.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~//

COMIN G SOON ...
See his One Night Stand Tour at
The Rochdal e cowboy hits Edinbu
tive comedy.

INFORM
C>D EC> N

On production of matriculation
forman ce up to 6 pm for£1.50ar.
are non-sm oking.

DO IVll NI
Students pay {:1. 50 for all pert
The only exception is the late
only non-smoking part of the
shut on Sundays.

FILIVI HO

Matinees cost 75p; early eve ·
£1.50. These tickets are only av
mance sta rts. No concessions
you can book these in advantt '
cinemas.

FILIVISOC
Members get in free to all perlo
can be purchased in advancea
week and from the Postgrad
Place at the weekend. Mern

BEDLAIVI
All tickets for lunchtime prod .
your consu mpti on. Memb.\ ts.
allows redu ctio l?S on all tic ~O:
are held every Monday at
interested in any aspect 01

TRAVER
Exclusive offer this year/or
wh ich allows many bene its.
· . £2fora
Sunday performance,
trY
before performa nce;_free en
theatre clubs in Britain.

1\11
LVC~~costi...,
They offer a p lastic car.

.
cess1ona•'
two tickets at con
ffice for
mance). Check at box 0

ESCACharities~

Edinburgh Student
fficel(225 4061). Pop into ouroan init-1
1 to 2 pm on Tuesday for

SNO

din a111
Students are welcomethe U
Orchestra concerts at h Fri
available from 7 pm

eao

CAM ~£1.20. E I

Afternoon shows cos
pm) are £2.70.

UNIVENTSM U S IC
THUR 5 MAR SUN 8 MAR THUR 5 MAR SUN 8 MAR

KINGS BUILDINGS
Union Coffee Bar, 1-2 pm
Neal Barbar
probably (their
words not mine) the best solo
singer/guitarist in Edinburgh
brings us folk, rock, and jazz.
EU DEBATES COMMITTEE
7.30 pm
Teviot Debating Hall
"This House would Ordain
Women".
EU FRIENDS OF PLAYGROUP
7-11 pm
BEER AND SKITTLES. Meet at 6
pm in the Engine Room .
Free to members, £1 to non
members.
NEW SCOTLAND COUNTRY
DANCE SOCIETY
7.30 pm
Beginners - McEwan Hall .
Intermediate
Chaplaincy
Centre
Advanced - Chambers St. Ballroom
CHILDRENS HOLIDAY VENTURE
1 pm
.
ESCA Offices, Guthrie St.
Regular meetings yo~r chan~e to
put something back into society.
EU HISTORICAL SOCIETY
6.30 pm
Lecture Hall 3, Appleton Tower.
Introduction to History ,3: 3 videos.
LOOKING FOR LIGHT
1pm
DHT Basement
Morality: Is it relevant today? .

ouse on March 7th only.
his own brand of alterna -

F R I 6 MAR
EU CONSERVATIVE ASSOCIA
TION
5pm
Balcony Room, Teviot
Open committee meeting . A
chance to see government in
action.
FRIDAY NIGHT, SATURDAY
MORNING
8pm -1 am
Potterrow
With Fizzbombs and Baby
Lemonade. Usual 8.30-9.30 pm
Happy Hour.
LOOKING FOR LIGHT
1 pm
Kirkpatrick Library . "
"Celebration and Praise ·
TEVIOT UNION

~dents can see any p'er-

~after 6 pm . All cinemas

I~
/is in Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
~owsin Cinem a 3-the
tncidentally, t his place is

E

~

!Sunday-Friday) cost
minutes before perfor•main even ing films but
Non-sm oking in both

11

~

'.Guest tickets (£1.25)
n1on Shop duri ng the
Union, 24 Buccleuch
linsale at all shows.

lilidesoup and bread for
~Bedlam is £2.00, which
Committee meetings
Iii the theatre. Anyone
lrrays Welcome.

•

lliip: £4 for four years,
diide a free ticket to any
llndbyticket 10 minutes
Ille Bar and m any other

~hallows yo u to claim
,Off cost of any perfor-

lin 17119 Guthrie Street
•or com e down around
lichtime gathering .

~ all Scottish

National
~~kets cost £2 and are

lrformances (7.00, 9.00

'ICULATION CARD

I

2am
. . S'd
With blues band - Driving 1 eways. Happy Hour 9-1 O pm.
CHAMBERS ST. UNION
11 pm
Usual disco.
CHRISTIAN UNION
Chaplaincy Centre
8.15
lk
"' One Way? " Dick Dowsett ta. s
on Christianity and other religions.
ANTI-APARTHEID
Edinburgh College of Art
Lau rision Place
8
Pm and Dance-wit
. hL'iz LocCeilidh
hhead, Sorley Maclean, Norman
MacCaig and Hamish Henderson. To raise funds for the
Dadeo-Naicher Scholarsh1.p. Tickets from EU Anti-Apartheid Soc.
or the College.
NOR I H AMERICANSTUDIES
WRB, Rm. 107
4pm
Julie Flavell on "The Lee
brothers in London .and the Patriot strategy for opposition,
1115"

SAT 7 MAR
BOUNCE FOR HEALTH
BOP AGAINST APARTHEID
s pm-12.30 am
Potterrow
Fund-raising disco
TEVIOT UNION
12 midnight
CHAMBElfS ST UNION
Open unti ~ 11 pm . ,

INTRA-MURAL
Pleasanse Sports Hall
12.30-3.30
5-a-side mixed teams (at least
two ladies)-here's your chance
to banish sex discrimination
once and for all.
INTRA-MURAL SPORT
Pleasance
Table tennis and indoor hockey.
EU MUSICAL SOCIETY
7.45 pm
Usher Hall
Benjamin
Britten's
War
Requiem . Conducted by Christopher Bell. Tickets £3 and £2
from Box Office, Waverley Ticket
Centre, and EU Music Faculty.
GREYFRIARS KIRK
' 11 am
Joint Chaplaincy/Parish Service
of Admission, Confirmation and
Holy Communion.

MON

9 MAR

EU CONSERVATIVE ASSOCIA
TION
1pm
·Middle Reading Room, Teviot
Lunch, with speaker Ann Hay.
EU ANIMAL RIGHTS
7.30 pm
Sommerville Room , Pleasance
Will be discussing how it's working to reduce an imal suffering.
EU POETRY SOCIETY
7.30 pm
Chambers St Union
Hear the very popular Scottish
poet Douglas Dunn read from his
work.

THE CULT
Playhouse
7.30 pm; £5.50, £6
Not one of the world's most original or exciting groups but they
still have something to offer.
Don't they?
RADIUM CATZ
Venue
10pm
EU SINGERS
Raid Hall
7.30pm; £2
A performance of Bach's St
John's Passion with soloists Patricia MacMahon, Adele Paxton,
Clifford Hughes, Simon Crookall
and Ian Darling.

F R I 6 MAR
DEEP PURPLE
Playhouse
7.30 pm; SOLD OUT
The old, old, old men of rock
showing that you're not past it
even when you 're collectino your
pension . Goqd
for
them!

WORLD PARTY
Hoochie Coochie
GIRL CALLED JOHNNY
Moray House
.9 pm ; £1.50

TUE10MAR

LAGS
Cheviot Room
8pm
Video: Framed Youth
PUBLICATIONS
STUDENT
BOARD
48 The Pleasance
2.30
"Meetings between directors
and staff and anyone else who
wishes to know about particular
aspects of business" - .your
chance to. find out how 1t . all
works.
EU BAHA'I SOCIETY
1 pm
Adam Ferguson Building, Room
10
Bread and Cheese Lunches, with
discussion.
CHAPLAINCY CENTRE
1.1 0pm
Midweek Service- The Robbers
on the Cross.
PLEASANCE JAZZ
8pm
Midweek cool notes.
NB_ All Univents to be in by 1
pm · on Tues. (t the very latest).
Alternative put a note in the various red Student boxes dotted
around the Union Shops. Un1vents should be put in the .week
·prior to the event you wished
publcised .

MON 9 ·M AR
K' DING DING DING
Venue
10pm
BILLY JONES
Preservation Hall
9pm; Free
Singer/guitarist performing pop/
folk covers .

TUE 1 0 MAR .

CROWS
Venue
10pm

SNO
.Usher hall
•7.30 pm ; £2-£8.50
Matthias
Bamert
conducts
Mozart's Symphony No. 28 and
Messiaen's Turangalila Symphony.
EU LABOUR CLUB
Chaplaincy Centre, SRll
ROOTSIE TOOTSIE
5.30 pm
. preservation Hall
A selection of sabbatical candi- £1 after 9.30 pm
dates for EUSA next year, plus a Rhythm 'n' Blues.
discussion on the topic of the
AV0-8
SRC.
Potterrow
EU LABOUR CLUB
10 pm; Free
5.15 pm
DRIVING
SIDEWAYS
Seminar Room 2, Chaplaincy
Teviot
Centre
10 pm ; Free
Speaker from Gay Scotland
Questions and discussion after· Rhythm 'n' Blues
wards .

WED 11 MAR

MAGNUM
Playhouse
7.30 pm; £5, £5.50
Heavy Metal
TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall
7 pm; Free
Ten piece rhythm 'n' blues band
at their regular Sunday slot.
EU
MUSICAL
SOCIETY
ORCHESTRA AND CHOIR
Usher hall
7.30 pm; Tickets from EUMS
members, Music Faculty, Usher
Hall Box Office.
Christopher Bell conducts Britten's War Requiem .

SAT 7 MAR
MISSION CONTROL
Venue
10 pm

CHINA CRISIS
Queen's Hall
Whatever happened to china
Crisis? Once a band of some
repute, they've almost slipped
into total obscurity.
BLUES BROTHERS
£1 after 9.30 pm
More rhythm ' n' Blues I expect.

SIMPLY RED
Playhouse
7.30 pm; SOLD OUT
'Money's too tight to mention '
was a great record
Well
worth seeing
THE CHARGE
Preservation Hall
9 pm ; Free
EDINBURGH QUARTET
Reid Concert Hall
1.10 pm ; Free
Beethoven 's Quartet in C minor
and B. Van Dieren's Quartet no. 6

WED 11 MAR
LOVE AND MONEY
Coasters
7 pm; £3-£5
It says on their press release that
'the bands music is a blend of
heavy rocking funk through to a
countrified soul style'.
THE FAMILY
Venue
10pm
Intense, mean sounding band ·
that usually attracts a Goth audience.
_
CHARLIE McNAIRS JAZZ BAND
Preservation Hall
9 pm ; Free
Trad/Swing

WHATS ON STAFF LIST
FILM
Fran Hughes, Jo Lurie
THEATRE
Lorna Henderson
.EXHIBIS
Sandra Catto
UNIVENTS
Linda Kerr.
Sandra Catto
Ral h Hassel ren
MUSIC

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED
FOR THE POST OF

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
OF THE
STUDENT HANDBOOK
Applications, in writing, should be made to
The Convener,
EUSPB,
48 Pleasance.
Closing date for applications: 13th March 1987.

Religious Bigotry in Dockland
DRAMA
OVER THE BRIDGE
Bedlam; until 6th Mar.
This mainterm follows
'The Interrogation of Ambrose
Fogarty' and 'Translations' in•
drawing on his Irish material and
the strong Irish contingent in the
University. 'Over the Bridge'
deals in a shocking and convincing
way, with religious bigotry in Belfast as witnessed in the 1950's
while the author was working in
the Dockyards.

The play as produced in 1987,
introduces us to another world .
Around Chris Stephens cleverly
constructed set of scaffolding and
chicken wire we are shown a world
of industrial expansion, powerful
trade unions and full employment. Concern with the Union is a
binding force in this community
especially among the 'old hands'
who have had to fight for their
rights through the depression the hard-bitten and garrulous
Rabbie (Tom Maguire) and Davy
Mitchell , the principled leader of
the union, excellently played by
James Eastaway as a once powerful man sunk i.n upon himself with
age and care but with a quiet

dignity .
The whole society revolves
around the dockyard. Rabbie's
wife - an unrecognisable Sophie
Chalk in mauve twinset and carpet slippers and Davy's daughter
(Ali White) are as concerned with
union activities as their men.
There is a strong feeling that
power can only be achieved
through unity - the on ly jarring
note being the George Mitchell's
a pair of pre-Thatcherite yuppies
unashamedly out for themselves.
Between this veneer of unanimity. However, thefe are simmering differences. The new guard of
the Union .are willing to sacrifice
solidarity for their own gain. The
play concentrates on the mounting tension as petty quarrels and
bigotry are allowed to escalate
until an explosion precipitates
more violence and tragedy.
Unfortunately some of this tension was lost, partly through first
night nerves. Arguments on stage
need to be cleverly managed if
they are not going to lapse into
incoherence and clamour as they
do here. The best portrayal of
menace was that of the mob
leader quietly and subtley
destroying the Catholic Peter
O'Boyle (David Huey) while
ostensibly trying to reason with
him .
Likewise the positioning of the
actors could have been improved

actual birth of the chi.Id. The
"Winters Child" series deals with
the nine months of waiting and
lead up to the birth and finally the
first feeding of the baby. She tries
in detail to express the meaning
LINOCUTSBY
and effect of childbirth both in the
DEA TRIER MORCH
prints and her book which has sold
Danish Cultural Institute; until
over 800,000 copies worldwide.
13th Mar.
The other linocuts on show deal
An exhibition of over 60 with a variety of other subjects
linocuts of varied themes, the using red and white, brown and
main theme being that of gold colouring as well as the conchildbirth ,
these
particular, ventional black and white. The
linocuts were used to illustrate best images are the ones which
Dea's novel entitled "Winters deal with life in South America.
Child". There are two series deal-' These are stark and brutal, por-

EXHIBS

Petty quarrels lead to violence and
both to increase the feelings of
strain and so that their voices
could be better heard.
However the actors recreate very
convincingly the atmosphere of

tragedy.
the dockyard and the attitudes of
the people in it. The tragic denouement is all too realistic, and

is just as relevant today. The
'Bridge' of the title which will
span all beliefs has still to be built.

despite the play being firmly set in
the l 950's the message it conveys

Francis Cornford

Too much trust
GAMBLERS
Traverse; until 1st Mar.
There is a simple, and highly
accurate test in the Traverse
Theatre which immediately shows
whether a production is enjoyable
or not. How much pain are those
seats causing, by the end of the
final act? During Gamblers I
could have been sitting on sharpened nails and not even noticed. ·
Even if nobody had come on
stage, the audience would probably have been happy to watch that
beautiful set for two hours. You
can keep your revolving stage, all
singing, all dancing Starlight
Express job-that's child's play.
This was a masterpiece, and the
designer Peter Ling should reassemble it, in the Tate Gallery
immediately. To describe it to you
would be impossible - just go
along and see it.
Gamblers, surprisingly enough,
is about the ins and outs of gambling profession and the problems
caused when expert con-artists
cross swords. The actors are
elaborately dressed in black, with
only their heads and faces showing: through clever use of makeup , these tools of the card-player
are greatly emphasised to show
that every gesture, every expression, has been carefully worked

out in advance. The gently tinted
yellow gels used in the lighting
plan , succeed in malCing the hands
and faces glow in the murky room
as well _as accentuating the seedy

talking Paraclete '(Kay Gallie),
the towering Sauerkraut (John
Stahl) and the eloquent Slemen
(Jimmy Chisholm).
Neither the plot nor the moral

"Every gesture, every expression
atmosphere.
The Archdeacon (Craig Ferguson) was a masterpiece of charac·
terisation and someone the audience could relate to , as a success"ful gambler with a problem namely , he still trusted people.
Thus he was fooled by an elaborate con-trick perpetrated on him
by a gang of gamblers whom he
thought he had made a truce with.
His opposition was led by the fast

"
has been carefully worked out.
are particularly new, but then n~w
many great films have been ma e
on the 'boy meets girl' principle.
. 'gnifiAnyway this fades into insi the
cance when the actors cause
r veab1e
characters to be so be ie 1
that the audience is complete y
caught up in the story·
due·
This is a magmf1cent pro
tion, miss it at your penl.
Tom Leopald
.___.-'
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events were recorded , like his hindred by an excess of prod the

THE LIFE OF EINSTEIN
Bedlam; 25th Feb

ing with tliis subject: one named
the same as the book, the other .
named "Into the World". This
series is harder in its impact due to
its explicitness. It deals with.· the ·

trayed with the use of single lines
and flat.sheets of black rather than
the building up of tone by the use
of mark"s , a technical style which
lends itself to the subjects
Robbie Carswell

"When a man sits with a pretty
girl for an hour , it seems like a
minute. When he sits on a hot
stove for a minute, it seems like an
hour- that's relativity."
Wednesday's lunchtime play
was a none-too-serious race
through the life story of this century's most famous genius Einstein. It galloped through his
unpromising school career, his
emergence as an outstandingly
clever and politically aware young
man via two marriages to his
de~t~ . in 1955. All t~e importa~t
•

•

,,

j\

winning of the Nobel Prize in 1921
and his interest in uranium which
led to the Manhattan Project and

ultimately the Atomic Bomb.
The whole account was too
brisk ever to drag - an inherent
danger of dramatic biography -

actor. The set was spartan an plaY
lighting
good.
The . reot
emphasised t.he m~ny ~~~cicr
sides to Emstem s c. a aod
including his political acuvity "'85
his celebrity-status. ThlS hii11
underlined by the tribute.s t~ ded
on his death which were in~ese•
towards the play's end. ser·
along with the final Geor~e hi!ll
nard Shaw quotation, ranklfl~ bis·
among the ten greatest rnen ~vioul
tory , resulted in a rather 0 sofllli'
play whose message was
what too transparent.

:n.d)~~ , , ~Sna.mj_~'.'1. ~~~ ./.eve~. . ,
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Re·ading new plays
Tom McGrath, interviewed in last weeks Student
playwrights since last summer:
has been helping new
•
Edinburgh Playwrights Workshop have been doing
so for the last seven years. Rebecca Palmer spoke to
of the founders.
B0 b MaCauley, one
.
.

Every Wedn.esday night at 7.30
pm. for the pnce of 50p, anyone
can go to the Mandela Theatre, 21
4 Abbeymount , and hear a play
read that has nbe.ver Ebeen v01ced
before in pu 11c. . ven . more
uniquely , you can discuss 1t with
the author and the actors afterwards .
The theatre was dark and
almost empty apart from five or
six highly individual-looking
people. The a.ctors sat on stage
facing us, holdmg scnpts, and the
play began. The atmosphere was
one of tension and talent .
The play was called "The Dog
and the Rabbit"; written for the
radio by Gavin Bolus. It was lightheartedly pleasing and contained
some marvellous lines ("Please
gaze on me like an icon darling") ,
yet the play was relatively unim-

decided to tie in with the Traverse
Theatre and did so for three to
four years. The Traverse and the
Workshop applied jointly for a
grant from the Arts Council but
were refused; The Mandela
Theatre charges £15 a night
whereas the Traverse charges
from between £60 and £SO.
On the Arts Council refusal ,
the Traverse decided to help the
Workshop out. "They weren't
interested again in the process.
They just wanted to be seen to be

I

at the Bedlam, where they stayed
f?r two seasons. The Arts Coun-,
c1I, however, stopped their grant,
and Bob Macaul~y 1s definite on
thed reashons w.hy: They are obses. se. wit artistic standards (Enghsh) and obsessed with the

"But (the Traverse)
should be allowed to lose
money. It should be able
to do whatever it damn
well likes, the only
standard should be that
the material is new."
portant. The great strength of the
evening was the presence of the
author. Here was the actual person who had created this work ,
there to hear your laughs or your
silence. Afterwards you could
question and discuss , and the
Traverse at Christmas "a
author could learn or discard .
This is the essence of the EdinEnglish role model of theatre.
burgh Playwrights' Workshop The English are the head .. . the
along with the fact that any ma nEnglish have this country by the
uscript delivered can and will be balls. "
read by actors; there is absolutely
Although he is himself English ,
no preselection.
it is the typically "English "
The workshop was fo unded on
the above principles in 1980 by "Character development
four writers: George Byatt, Ken is a fraud. It is totally
Mitchell, Andrew Dallmeyer ano
Bob Macauley . Both Mitchell and unimportant; after all,
Byatt have been involved in simi- how can you get to know
lar proj ects in Toronoto and at someone after only an
Soho Polytechnic respectively,
and it was Byatt who introduced hour?"
the discussion "in a circle" attitude of the Arts Council which
technique. Everyone in turn has he is attacking: "They criticise the
a chance to speak , uninterrup- play and not the process, they distedly , or may pass on, and discus- like us for being anarchic (no
sion then follows. It is based on an
minutes taken and no one in parexercise used in intelligence t.rain- ticular in charge) and they can 't
mgduring the Second World War.
stand being contradicted in open
The four fo under members discussion. "
began by holding the workshops
The
Workshop,
however,

trendy safe bijoux theatre".
having such a workshop. It has
become similar to the Lyric , Hambijoux
mersmith in London theatre. It is not innovative anymore. It is no longer breaking
completely new ground. It is still
obsessed with having directors
from Oxford and Cambridge and
auditioning in Londo~ It 's a real
shame."
At whom to point the finger of
blame, Macauley is unsure,
although the present Artistic
Director of the Traverse , Miss
Killick, is identified.
"She's like Pandora in the
'Diary of Adrian Mole ' . She is the
perfect role model of the
academic English artistic rose.
However she is very good compared to her predecessors who
were complete meat-heads. I do
give her credit for showing more
interest than others in the past ten

a

Good Glimpses
CLASSICAL

------

Love Me.
Under the direction of Michael
Tilmouth , the Madrigal Group
responded well to the challenges
of this varied programme. For a
group of their size they sang with a

EU MADRIGAL GROUP

.
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In this concert the EU Madri~al Group prese~ted a survey of
nghsh Church Music associated
With the Chapel Royal over a
period of four centuries. The
f~0 blem with any exercise like
is, no matter how carefully the
Programme is chQSen is that it can
Only ever skim the s~rface offering tantalising glilnpses of a comrsers output, only to move on.
or instance. Tallis was represented by a short anthem , If Ye

remarkably full tone , without losing the clarity of articulation
which these pieces demanded.
The two more substantial works
of the second half seemed to draw
the best from them, particularly in
Purcell 's Funeral Music for
Queen Mary. Both settings of

to 15 years, but it's still not been political , as well as educaenough. Perhaps it is due to the tional and often ritual. Originally ,
Arts Council forcing her to run it it was performed by quacks ,
as a profit-making business. But it priests , etc., because it was
should be allowed to lose money. believed that they stood aside
It should be able to do whatever it
damn well likes , the only standard "Character empathy
should be that the material is new.
makes you lose sight of
"There should also be virtually
free entrance , at least for conces- what is important."
sions , and a token charge of 50p with their strange powers. More
for those who can afford it. The importantly , though, they were
Traverse is nothing more than a aware of the forces acting on their
trendy safe bijoux theatre. It is lives. Often writing now is delibnot seriously given to the develop- erately aesthetic. It blocks a politment of a uniqely special Scottish ical analysis." This numbing of the
drama. It feels no responsibility, senses leads to the "large amount
of awfulness in theatre today ,
On University Drama:
especially with the use of elabo"Where else can you get rate sets".
brought the problems of
give £1,000 to spend and theThis
production of "Dr Faustus" at
no questions asked?
the Bedlam into mind, yet
enjoy it, and learn from Macauley was unconcerned. "The
same sort of thing happens in proit while you can."
fessional theatre . The Traverse
apart from theoretically, on used to and still does spend too
paper, to make it Scottish. "
much money on the sets instead of
For Macauley the best new the actors, as does the Lyceum ."
Scottish work is in "verse" form But, when you are a studen t
and he would put a new work on Macauley believes it to be allowa"every lunchtime for the next few ble: "When I was a medical stumonths. At least one manuscript dent at the University , I put on 16.
lands on my desk , every single shows. The experience was far
day. " Yet due to lack' of money better than any I could have got ac
and support he and others such as drama college where all you learn
George Dun , David Hamilton is received production and how to
and even Hector MacMillan find fence. I mean where else can you
themselves having to finance , pro- get given £1000 to spend and
duce and direct their own shows. no questions asked? Enjoy it and
Even "project aid" is not available learn from it while you can.,,
to them.
Macauley has been involved in
the Workshop for seven years
"The Arts Council are
now and is beginning to take a
back seat and allowing others to
obsessed with artistic
the lead. However , he still
standards (English) and take
holds his initial concern for accesobsessed with the English sibility and freedom and rewards
for theatre. The Workshop is tryrole model of theatre.
ing to present the bare essentials
The English are at the
of theatre and to encourage active

head .•. they have this
country by the balls."

On the basics of theatre as an
art form , Macauley is adamant
that too much emphasis is always
placed on "character development". According to Macauley it
has always been of paramount
importance for everyone, thereby
obstructing the success of seeming!}' "wacky" and perhaps
uncommercial works; "character
development is a fraud. It is
totally unimportant , after all how
can you get to know someone
after only an hour, who has perhas
lived for 40 long years? Character
empathy makes you lose sight of
what is important - it makes you
lose the bite.
"Theatre has always primarily

CLEMENTI COMPANY
St Cecilia's Hall; Mar 1

This concert of 18th and 19th
century music was performed by
Thou Knowest Lord were per- Edwina Smith, on baroque and
formed with great feeling.
classical flutes , Hayley Lowe,
The concert also included a per- boxwood clarinets, and John
formance of Locke's Music for Cramer, classical keyboards. The
His Majesty's Sackbuts and Cor- works for flute were expressively
nett's. Perhaps the explosion in and competently played , the Bach
gentle and sweet with a tendency
to over-phrase the first movement. The Fantasia, Variations
and Bolerao by Nicholson was
written by a brilliant flautist to
show off the instrument's technical and expressive capabilities; it
also showed off the player's techoriginal instrument performances nical and expressive capabilities,
has stereotyped our expectat10ns and in the variations her impresof performances of music of this sive combination of the two. In
period, but I would have prefer- 1 the first half of the concert the
red a clearer. brighter tone from Piano Sonata in F sharp minor•
the brass ensemble. and clearer ·showed the grand piano to full
advantage, with delicacy and
articulation.
thoughtfulness especi!lllY in the
Colin Moodie

"(The Traverse) is not
innovative anymore. It
is no longer breaking
completely new ground.
It is still obsessed with
having directors from
Oxford and Cambridge
and auditioning in
London. It's a real
shame."
participation, yet with not enough
money even for advertising it is
visibly struggling. For Macauley
this situation is clearing. "Without
money being spent on writers and
actors and set designers etc. .
where's your culture?"
Lento , but also highlighted the
instrument's apparent lack of
power to modern ears.
The two clarinets played, first
an older one in C and then one in
B flat clarinet gave a more resonant and full-bodied sound which
seemed to add to the confidence
of the player in the Weber, with•
convincingly dramatic changes of
mood and stealthy playing in quiet
sections.
Katie Alcock
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Island Life

Beauty and the. beast. Amanda Donohoe and Oliver Reed in Castaway.

CASTAWAY
ABC
Dir: Nie Roeg
Some or you might be privileged
enough to have seen and treasured
the likes of Walkabout, The Man
Who FeH To Earth or Don't Look
Now. Their commondenominator,
director Nie Roeg, now offers
us L'astaway.
His usual intense and highly
rewarding style involves stunning
cinematography, with narrative
which at first glance can seem
almost acausal, as past and future
scenes and images impose themselves onto the apparently conventional present. This makes for
fascinating explorations of mem ory and consciousness. He combines this with an obsession with
individual motivations, relationships and sexuality , in their most
primary and bizarre contexts to
make distinctive films of a rare

poignancy.
Fans might be disappointed
with Castaway though. These very
characteristics have been reduced
down to an almost conventional
level. Based on the true to life
best-seller of the same name,
Roeg seems to be telling it
straight.
Gerald (Oliver Reed) fulfils a
lifelong ambition by placing an
ironically unassuming ad in the
Times Advertiser: he simply
wants a wife to share a deserted
tropical island with for one year.
Lucy Irvine (Amanda Donahue)
answers. Half his age, she is
attractive, intelligent, and bored
with the middle-class stagnation
of her job and friends. They seem
to click , laugh together, sleep
together, and plan their reclusive
getaway. Lucy even succumbs to
the legal requirement of marriage
before they can hit the scorching
Sands of Tuin Island , just off the
north coast of Australia - how

WOODY INSIDE
A

look at the motivations and

Woody Allen is probably the
most consistent film-maker now
working. He is, according to a
recent appraisal, the only man ''to
attempt to combine the comic
genius of Buster Keaton and the
cinematic brilliance or Ingmar
Bergman". Woody Allen is essentially a Marxist (of the Grouchian
variety). The one-liner style of
humour which formed the basis of
Marxian wit is also a distinctive
feature in Woody's films.
One of Woody's talents is his
knack of bringing humour to
situations which he and many
of us share. A fear of death is a
theme in many of his films. He
takes
a
characteristically
philosophical approach to the
subject: "I am not frightened of
dying. I just don't want to be there
when it happens." He has been
called "a walking compendium of
a generation's concerns, comically stated", and this may be the
basis of the popularity of his films.
Woody Allen, born Allen
Stewart
Konisberg on
1st
December 1935 in Brooklyn, is
often considered to be an intellectual. However, his boyhood betrayed no signs of this ailment. It
was not spent reading Kafka and
Dostoevsky, but in gaining inspiration from Batman comics and
playing the jazz clarinet. He hated
his school which he later

work of Woody Allen

described as "a home for emotionally disturbed teachers". His
break into showbusiness came as a
gag writer for comics like Sid
Caesar and Jack Paar in the 1950s.
A desire to attain artistic control
over his material caused him to
start performing in the early
1960s. The first film he wrote was
What's New Pussycat? in 1965 and
the first film which he wrote, starred and directed
was Take the
Money and Run in 1969.
Money is one of Woody's
zaniest and funniest films. It used
a documentary format, a device
which he was to use again with
Zelig in 1983, to examine the
career of the hapless criminal Virgil Stockwell whose only previous
occupation had been as a cellist in
a marching band. Sight gags and
one-liners supply the humour in
this film and although the overall
effect is hilarious, it is very uneven
- a feature which characterises
much of his early work.
Many of Woody's early films
were spoofs on classic film genres.
Money was a spoof on the old
1930s gangster movies, and
Sleeper was a spoof on the entire
science fiction genre from Metropolis to 2001. The latter film,
which shows Woody failing to
cope with space age technology,
allowed him to combine his skills
in visual and verbal comedy. The

can she resist the sun, sea, and
fairytale attraction of the whole
thing, the closeness of nature and
total seclusion from the numbing
effect of civilisation?
Suddenly they are there , and
ecstatic. Equally suddenly, reality
forces its grimy first through the
bubble. Living off the land isn't
easy, and malnutrition follows.
But Castaway is not really concerned with man and nature, it is
concerned with man and woman.
Living in close proximity forces
out all the skeletons, the darker
obsessions and aspirations nothing can be hidden. At least
not unless it is forcefully concealed. The battles of will and
intention are unavoidable.
Gerald want.s .to take it easy ,
grow his plants , satisfy his frenetic
libido whenever possible, and
maintain a masculine privacy of
thought. Lucy wants a permanent
shelter, to be taught fishing and to
know
Gerald's
innermost
subject matter, a 20th century
health food restauranteur transported into a 22nd century fascist
dictatorship, allowed Woody to
ridicule contemporary culture
from a detached perspective. The
film examined the disorientation
of the individual when his values
and assumptions are overturned.
For instance, Miles' (Woody's)
scientist-hosts offer him tobacco,
describing it as "one of the healthiest things for yuur body".

A man for all seasons.
At the end of Sleeper, Luna
(Diane Keaton) asks Miles what
he believes in. He replies, "Sex
and death." These are two of the
most prominent themes in Woody
Allen's 1975 film Love and Death
a spoof on "War and Peace"'
which must rank among his fun'.

thoughts NOW! Oh yes, and having opted for complete nudity,
does not want anything to do with
Oliver Reed's infamous and
rather aptly placed tattoo. Totall~
dependent on each other, though,
there is no escaping these tensions.
ls Castaway, then , anything
else than the sum of its many short
scenes depicting the struggle of a
paradise lost, and occasionally
regained? Well , yes, if you can see
the film from the standpoint of
allegory , as Roeg invites you to.
At one point Gerald shouts , "Do
you know this is the story of my
whole life , Lucy, the whole damn
thing! " It suddenly dawns upon
you - Castaway can represent the
entire course of a marriage in condensed form , right from the initial
excitement, through the unexpected conflict, discoveries, boredom and anger, to a re-evaluated
and possibly happy intimacy.
I'm not really sure if the whole
is coherent enough to work completely at this level , Lucy's decision to reject sex , for instance, is
not adequately explained , and the
scenes in which Roeg does enter
into the realm of mental visualisation do not seem central enough
to be really significant.
Yet the film is immensely
watchable. Roeg's mastery of
form is fantastic - his use of colour, camera angle, image, and
attention to detail all richly supported by the setting, are very
stimulating. Oliver Reed is superb
as the stubborn , chauvinistic but
likeable Gerald, and Amanda
Donohue , a comparative newscomer, reveals large potential
and, one has to say it , a body that
is not at all difficult to watch . They
operate through the quirky script
of Allan Scott, who Roeg worked
with in Don't Look No w. The
result can be moving and wril y
funny.
Matthew Catting
niest films. The film shows evidence of the cinematic influence
of Sergei Eisenstein and Ingmar
Bergman , and displays the serious
concerns which underlie Woody's
comedy. The subject of death ,
which is central to the film,
exposed the darker side of his
comedy and personality to the
public.
Annie Hall (1977) was the first
Woody Allen film which existed
as a whole rather than as a loosely
connected series of sketches. It
established his critical reputation
and brought his humour to a wider
public. It is impossible to ignore
the autobiographical features of
the film , the central character
Aloy's love for New York City
and Annie (Diane Keaton) bear a
direct relation to Woody's own
feelings. The 1979 film Manhattan, which some consider to be
Woody's masterpiece , is his homage to New York and at the same
time a critical examination of
relationships among upper middle-class Manhattanites. As in
Annie Hall, it gave Woody an
opportunity to deal with his
neurosis on screen. The confessional approach which he adopted
has brought a feeling of intimacy
to Woody Allen's comic style.
His later work shows that he is
maturing considerably as a filmmaker. Zelig, the 1983 documentary-style film about human
chameleon
Leonard
Zelig,
showed Allen taking on a role
which could not be directly identified with the "Woody" characters. The film's skilful weaning of
its clrtlracters into 1920s newsreel
footage made it cinematically
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Simply answer these questions
get them to the Student off ·
48 Pleasance , by 1 pm this Mice,
day , and you could take ruthlon.
advantage of the Cam e~
.
Th ey are offerin
eos
generosity.
four pnzes, each consisting 0 g
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Gothic poster, book and do
ticket. Irresistible.
ue

1. Name three Ke n Russell ,
films , excluding Gothic. ,

2. At which un iversity did D
Polidari , o ne of the film';
characters, study? (Ho
ho.)
'

snu:E:\ sn.\J·.
Th1sweek
you can see the second part of
Ingmar Bergma n 's excellent
Fanny and Alexander, as well as
his Sawdust and Tinsel, on
BBC's Film C lub on Saturday
night.
Meanwhile,
John Hun's
admirable award-winning performance in The E lephant man
appears on the screens ofBBC 1
tonight. On Sunday afternoon
you can catch the interesting
1930 debut of eccentric tycoon
Howard Hughes , Hell's Angels,
while on Thursday night, She'll
Be wearing Pink Pyjamas, with
Julie waiters, is part of Channel
4's contemporary British film
season.
The Cameo, however, really
shines this weekend with their
la te-night Friday and saturday
double· bills. Bad Timing,
Crimes of Passion, 9112 Weeks
and Videodrome constitute an
awesome extravangaza of sex,
drugs and violence, given credi·
bility withdirectors like Nie
R o eg, Ke n Russell and David
C rone nb urg. Not to be missed.
Sunday h as the highly acclaimed
The Tin Drum.
original and inyentive.
The Purple Rose of Cairo and
Hannah and Her Sisters, Wood)
Allen 's two most recent films,
showed the he could produce
movies which did not revolve
around his central presence. The
Purple Rose combined his lo~e of
old movies and 1930s nostalgia in
a fascinating study of the relation·
ship betwee n movies, movie stall
and their audience ; Hannah.
which is in contention for Oscall
later this month, examines the
lives and relationships ofthree.sisj
ters from a New York theatnca
family . It gave Woody a chance to
work with a large cast andThto
.
IS
interact several story I~nes. his
can only be a reflect10n 1
growing assurance as a director.
. dif·
Woody Alle n has found 11 d
· · I an
ficult to cope with the cnuc~ his
popular acclamation . whicical of
films have brought. It is typ c
. · ·fal rea ·
his pessimism that his 101 1 h was
tion to the success of Han~~Jedf
to ask , "Where have I ationisl
Woody Allen is a perfec teJ!lP'
who shows nothing but co~ fiol·
for commercially overrate t ~
. · feel tha •
lywood. Some cnttcs_
woodY
striving 1or perfectton, h mour
Allen has lost some ~f the ~arlief
which was present tn . ~is to prowork. However, his abiltt~le and
duce consistently en)oya ·es ~
thought-provoking inov~ wbO
almost unmatched, . an
work maY
knows, the best of h1.s vays. hi5
yet be to come. Radw
ed to
very latest, has just _open
much acclaim in Ainenca.
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fen little horrors go on holiday
*************
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Working for the Children's
Holiday. Venture '(CHV) is
frustrating,

exhausting

and smelly. So why do students give up days of their
time to help? Bal ·Athwal
tell us why he spent a
weekend with ten "little
terrors".

He didn 't look so tough covered in pig shit ..•
My first impressions of Edinburgh were a maginificent Catie,
peaceful gardens and tall stone
buildings. There are theatres,
concert halls, parks, an ancient
University and and International
Festival which draws thousands
every year. The tourists flock to
Edinburgh for -the history and the
spectacle. In a ll it's a great place
1olive and to be a student.
But there is another face to Festival City. One of poverty and
deprivation , poor housing and
unemployment.
Edinburgh's
problem however, unlike most
major cities, is not so much an
inner city as an outer city area .
The poorer areas are tucked away
out of sight on the edges of the
city. Their names will be unfamiliar to most students. South
beyond Holyrood Park lie Craigmillar, and Niddrie. To the North
beyond the elegant New Town are
lhe sprawling council estates at
Pillon and Muirhouse . It is in
these areas that EU Childrens
Holiday Venture operates.
Going out of the centre and into
an area like Craigmillar is like
entering a different world .
Unemployment here runs at an
estimated 30% plus - one of the
highest in the country. The grim
reality beh ind this figure is seen in
the mean ness of people 's houses,
the lack of furni ture and carpets
and the poorly dressed , unkempt
children. Poverty and hopeless-

The little devil with the angel's face.

ness breed their own problems alcoholism, drug addiction and
broken homes.
Many students have been propelled by an awareness of being
part of this community and sensing its problems to form groups
that work to try and benefit some
of the underprivileged . CHV is
one such group . We're about a
hundred students (30 or so active)
who work with children from the
deprived areas of Edinburgh. Our
kids are recommended to us by
teachers and social workers as
b.eing in need of some sort of help
and all have their own problems.
To keep us going we receive
money from ESCA, various
grant-making trusts and EUSA as
well as raising some by holding
our own events, such as the famous Grand Jumble Sale.
Our work is guided very much,
by the knowledge that there is
nothing we can do to fundamentally change the lives of the children on our books. But by taking
the kids swimming regularly and
on daytrips whenever we can
arrange this we hope to bring
some brightness into their lives .
The mainstay of our work, however , are weekend camps. These
are held in Childrens Education
Centres in rural areas in Scotland
every week and last from Friday
night to Sunday. We generally
take five students and ten children ·
so there's opportunity to talk and

make friends, and establish
relationships that will hopefully
enrich both kids and students
alike.
My most recent camp experience was a couple of weeks ago.
Friday dawned all too soon, and
in the afternoon we were at the
Pleasance loading up the bus with
sleeping bags and tons of food.
Then it was off to Cameron Toll to
buy yet more food - a trolly full
of apples, milk, bread, and , most
important of all, chocolate. With
this all safely stored out of reach
of tiny fingers we set off to collect
the little terrors. On the way out
of Edinburgh we got lost

"Richard and John .p ut
their feet in pigshit up to
their knees. They cried and
the bus smelled for days".
and it was after eleven by the time ,
we arrived at the centre. The kids
had woken up and demanded to
be entertained so the rest of the
night was spent making suggestions , ·giving orders and finally
pleading to try and get them to go
to bed. Finally a combination of
threats and promises seemed to to
the trick and we settled down to a
good night's rest.
Saturday morning saw four
bleary-eyed students trying to
make sandwiches amid a lot of
cups of tea and spilled cornflakes

Live-Aid _ the biggest concert ever - was no.t as
"worthy" an event as the sponsors would have us beJieve,

ing point in history and when the
telecasts told them that sending a
cheque would help eradicate

younger sidekicks (Niky, Howie,
the Spands et al) got a chance to
further
Western
cultural
imperialism by exposure in new
world markets.
What about the hunger? The
depiction of the Ethiopian famine
during the breaks in music, the
"educational" material by World
Vision and other companies
showed images of starving animals, robbed of all human dignity,
surrounded by Western cameramen waiting for them to die. These
pictures certainly did the .trick in
prompting .donations but were
they really the decent way to treat
human beings? The story of starving Africa was told by Western
commentators and Live Aid was
almost toally a Western musical
event. African contributions did
exist but they were ignored, the
Africans depicted as unable to help
themselves.
western audiences were deliberately misinformed about the
nature of the famine problem.
When the actress Sally Field told
America that Live Aid was a turn-

have raised millions but it hardly
touched the long-term root of
hunger.
Live Aid was an event sponsored by various US multinationals such as AT&T communications, Pepsi and Kodak. Their own
adverts, shown during the . commercial breaks in America, were

.:s::;ay~s~A~n~g~us~:B~r~o~w~n;;_.----~~~:"":~~=";'Ni';;':~'.i::::- hunger this was a lie. Live Aid may
Remember July 13th 1985? It's
nearly two years since Live Aid,
the biggest TV event of its time.
Despite the " worthy" nature of the
cause, a recent Channel Four TV
Programme put the case that the
event
was
not
altogether
Praiseworthy.
Live Aid had a worldwide audience of over two billion people. It
Was on 13 TV satellites at once, the
~revious record for an event havlltg been three during the 1984
Olympics. (Nik Kershaw on 13
satellites at once, ugh!) It's purPose was firstly to raise money and
secondly, according to its American producer, ''to inform people
that we could eradicate hunger
Within ten years". In the end, however, Live Aid turned into a c~leb
ration of the power of rock music•
~d the power of television. The
111!ernational (i.e.
American,
~tish) rock "community" (you
ow, Phil, Tina, David, Mick
tic.) gathered round the mike for a
~-congratulatory millionaires'
llm while their nauseating

..... II'. ..

'

jOpiniorll
even more tasteless. AT&T's
image of a "caring corporation",
which set pictures of starving children to a cheery Cornflakes advert
kind of jingle called "reach out and
touch someone", was nothing
short of obscene. These companies
benefitted a great deal from Live
Aid in terms of public relations
and contact with Third World
markets. Live Aid was a
springboard to further ·exploitation of the Third World by multinationals.
Many during and after Live Aid
talked of such events ·er.eating a
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before getting into the bus and
heading off to Linlithgow , where
he had to supplement the camps
rations after an unforseen
juvenile eating orgy· the night
before. John, Alan eta/wanted to
go off churrying {shoplifting) but
we grabbed them and marched
them off to see the Palace. The
attendant was going to let us in
free until they all scattered and
jumped about in the fountain. We
didn't get in at all after that. The
highlight of the day was a visit to a
small community farm where ,
while everyone else chased the
chickens and collected eggs,
Richard and John put their feet in
pigshit up to their knees. They
cried, and the bus smelled for
days. The aim of a Saturday at
camp is to try, and get the kids as
tired and as sleepy as possible
(your sleep and your sanity
depend on it!)
On Sunday we tried to get the
place as clean and tidy as possible
and then set off for Blackness and
Falkirk . On the way Richard was
sick and because he was quite ill ,
we had to come home , with brains
racing to think of something to do
for the rest of the day. The golden
rule is 'bored kids = misery and
destruction so we had to think of
something fast. Finally , we hit the
Wimpy on Princes Street. It was
full of nice , clean children having
a party and they gave us a seat

away from everyone else so thai if
there was a riot not too many
people would_ get hurt . We certainly made our mark on the
interior with French Fries and
Milkshakes but I'm glad to say
everone survived. There was
nothing left to do now but to take
them home and say goodbye until
next time.
I have tried to give an impression of what it's like to be in CHV
and also why we think our work is
important. The work is frustrating
and exhausting at times but it is
also immensely enjoyable and fulfilling . Often , when we go to pick
children up a new face appears
"Can I join the students, mister?"
To them students are just people
who take them to camp. It is difficult to explain that students are
people who study and only a few
of them are willing to give up the
time like we do.
CHV desperately needs more
committed students in order to
continue its work. We especially
want more drivers (over 21) for
our minibus. If you would like to
join and want to find out more
come to our regular lunches on
Thursdays at I pm in the ESCA
offices on Guthrie St (off Chambers St), or phone Stuart 657 2863
or Kirsty 447 6525.

"global village" where humans 1986. These countries are becomcame into contact with the whole ing poorer due to the complex
through
electronics, imbalance in world economic
world
increasing understanding. In the power and trading patterns .
current balance of world power Unless these patterns are changed
this is not true. The only ones who considerably poverty and famine
will benefit will be those ·who are will continue indefinitely. Live Aid
currently 'p<lwerful, who will be showed the gross lack of underable to use global ocmmunication standing by our Western world of
to make themselves more power- the African situation. We did
ful. Third World countries and nothing until a major disaster
continents, not equipped with the struck and then we did it with good
power or the technology, will be old-fashioned charity. In the long
manipulated as ever, not able to run our charity did nothing for the
tell their own stories to the West.
prospect of a long-term solution to
Live Aid raised about $100 mill- hunger. It is currently predicted
ion directly and triggered off that 50 million children in Africa
about $3 billion more aid by gov- will die of malnutrition by the year
ernments as a response to public 2000. S<> much for Live Aid's boast
pressure. This may sound admira- of "ending hunger within ten
ble and certainly the fund-raising years": showbiz always exaggerdone was with good intention and ates.
was truly praiseworthy. What the
I'm not doing down those who
coverage of the event did not men- participated (except Nik Kershaw
tion was that this aid was nothing of course) but it's sad that such
compared to the enormous outflow good intentions were so manipuof money from the Third World to lated and ultimately rendered usethe West in recent years due to less.
interest payments on debt. In 1985
Dying to /et off steam? Then
the net transfer of capital from the
Third World to the rich countries
write an Opinion. Come to the
was $74 billion in 1985. Africa's
meeting on Friday at J.()().
debt service ratio moved from 7
per cent in 1980 to .35 j>Cr cent in ·

The Great Escape
The riots in Shanghai and other cities in China over
Christmas attracted much publicity. Michael Upton was
in China and talked to one particularly conspicuous dissenter, who is referred to as "Bob". The remarkable
sequence of events which enabled him to flee the Chinese
authorities are related here.
It was December 1985 before
he and his colleagues first got any
real outside attention - he was
delighted to hear the BBC World
Service reporting his group's new
declaration , which exhorted students to protest in the streets
nationwide on 9tfi December.

When Bob decided he didn't
like the way the Government
treated universities, he joined the
protest campaigns and indeed
became one of the chief organisers. Which was why he ended up
having to get out of town at an
hour's notice, with just £30, 3,000

The projected image of China: workers in the paddy
fields ...
miles of the world's wildest country ahead of him , and his family
and the girl who saved him behind
him for ever.
That's the cost of protest in
China - for Bob was once Chen
Feng, postgraduate of foreign literature, Shang Xi University ,
joint editor of Yao Lian, the
national
university
literary
magazine, and provincial head of
the state-sponsored Red Wall
Literary Association . (His American professor for the classes on
Hemingway called him Bob
because it was easier to
remember!)
Back in 1982 he co-wrote an
anonymous public protest, asking
for a government of merit not just
of those who chanced to pick the
right side in 1949, for observence
of the rule of law - and suggesting, for instance, that university
appoi ntments be made on
academic basis , rather than politically. There are many Chinese
university principals who have
never even graduated!

Support for the call ran deepwhy else did the Central Education Department in Peking move·
so fast? The student action was
planned to start at 8 am. At 2 am
Peking cabled all university
heads, and across the country students were woken at 7.00 by their
department heads to hear the text
of the message. (Everyone is in
halls at China's universities.) The
students were told that they truly
loved their country, but were too
young to understand politics and
were being manipulated by the
agents of Taiwan. Bob can still
laugh to tell it. Students taking to
the streets would stay on the ·
streets so far as the universities
were concerned-and leave their
job prospects behind them .
The day was cold and windy.
The resident campus police were
all on duty . with hordes of re inforcements holding all the gates.
Exit was by special permission
only-Bob got it, claiming he had
to buy some noodles - and met
up with the organising committee.

and with a fast river to c
They had a busy and frightening official Burmese outpost and
couldn't be done - "I kn~os~; It
day , going around the crowded asked for political asylum.
told me , "I spent a lot of tirnw, he
dormitories talking to student<
Two guards were detailed to mg.
. '"I t too k.mstead a vast b .b
etry·
trying to persuade them into riskreturn
him
to
China.
They
get a Tibertan peasant to pn e to
ing it. But feet were growing
tramped back · through the Bob was his·deaf-mute bro;~tend
rapidly colder.
wooded hills. He had to do someguards, and he got er to
At the business school thermos thing desperate. He said he the border
.d
h
.
over
flasks rained down from the high needed a drink , and when one the bn ge swat ed in su·t b
windows in protest, but the police guard led him 50 yards down the shaggy clothes - into Nepal\ ~y
had them surrounded. At Xianen hill to a burn Bob stunned him first thing he did .was have a·b e
in a hot-spring.
atb
the campus gates were stormed with a martial arts blow and ran.
Bob
Hves
in
a
Christian
co
and held until a massive police Burma was no good. He swam
mumty m Kathmandu. Ther ,rn.
counter-attack broke the protes- over to China.
. her m
. T.
a1wan whoes .a
pu bl 1s
ters' ranks. And in Setzuan there
in
a
novel
he has w.'5
interested
He was heading for the US
was a march on provincial governten
and
a
good
chance nt·
ment headquarters ending in all Embassy in Peking when he met
the bigwigs' cars being over- an American academic at Dali Taiwanese visa. soon. He's evenof
turned . But beyond that the day who said forget it. Try India he got wor d to h 1s mothe r _ and
said , and gave him £30. That was letter in reply to say, one h a
was a flop.
' ow
hh ' . d
Then the investigations began , the start of the tough bit. He fell in muc . e s m1sse and, two, what a
bad communist he's been. H
with
a
young
Japanese
and
by the police and their stoolpihimself wis.hes now that he'd stuc:
geons. A slow round-up pro- together they struck north-west
to wntmg instead of politics. Bui
ceeded into the spring. Last July for Lhasa in Tibet - by truck, by
the last time I saw him, ·at Ne~
Bob's girlfriend (since 1983 donkey and finally across the
Year, he was elated at the ne~~
mountains
on
foot
at
one
point
Chinese students have been
seeping through Kathmandu of
allowed to forrr. relationships) , with the police five minutes
whose father was high in the behind them. But they finally the massive student protests in
China. He was optimistic, and we
police, heard he was to be taken made it to Lhasa - this was last
September. All it needed now was joked about his going back home
in .
to catch the bus to the Nepalese one day - "Yes, maybe they
She found him at lunchtime. frontier. Another American , mv1te me back , to be national s1u.
They had £30 equivalent between Walter, an itinerant ex-con , held a dent president ! - anything is pos.
them . There was a train in an
hour's time , to Nanchay. They
said goodbye and he took it. 50
km down the line he changed
trains, without a ticket. He hid
from inspectors in train toilets for
three days, and got off_in the suburbs of Guiyary. " It wasn't easy,
the train didn't stop there. " He
walked into the hills of The province, begging beds from peasants
who couldn 't speak his Chinese
but knew he wasn't a bandit from
his spectacles. Three weeks by
bus, truck, tractor , horse , donkey
and feet got him to the Burmese
frontier - a river. The only crossing, at Dalvo , was heavily
policed . He hung around - and
taken for a local, got talking to the
Chinese border guards. He played
them chess, and won their ... gathering in the market - a cover ·r or the real disor·
friendship by teaching them some der.
smart moves. That enabled him to
party for all the Westerners in. sible!" With his spirit he migh1
cross the river to a Chinese
town and raised £100 from them even be right.
enclave on the further bank to
to get Bob to Kathmandu . Now so
The week before I met him ina
which locals could go without paplong as the road south was clear of restaurant in Kathma ndu. He wru
ers. Then he struck into the nearl•nrlslides ...
reading a Chinese literary jour·
impenetrable bush . Dawn saw
him over a mountain and a second
He was at the bus station one nal. There was a piece in it abouU
river only to meet a peasant who
dawn when there chanced to be a book by George Orwell. "What11
said Burma didn 't start till you
space on the Nepal bus. He never it about?" He was asking me?Thi
climbed the next mountain. It
had a chance to tell his Japanese book was called 1984.
rained heavily. He was terribly
friend where he'd gone.
He reached the Himalayan borhungry and sick.from eating bad
bananas when he at last found an
der, naturally without any papers,
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Wait Till I Tell The Wife!

The annual ten mile road
race, organised by the Hare
and Hounds cross-country
club is one of the very few
occa~ions when the public at
large can participate in an
event organised by students.
In recent years, its reputation
has been enhanced to feature
in the race calender of Scottish athletics 9f all standards,
and thus the miserable
weather failed to deter 130
hardy souls from competing
on Sunday.
The course is renowned for
being one of the ~ore .phy~ically
demanding, especially m view of
its distance, for the majority of
ten-mile routes are designed to
incorporate a largely flat terrain
to accommodate fast times. Such
is not the policy of the University ,

for Sunday's race constituted a
two-lap haul embracing the fearsome Braid Hills Road .

Despite the severity of the
course, it has become something
of an expected phenomenon for
the winning time to be very quick .
Nat Muir's course record of 47
minutes set a few years ago will
probably never be surpassed, or
even threatened. Even now, no
one is quite sure how he achieved
such an inhuman tiine , and this
sense of bewilderment was further
enhanced by Sunday's race , for
some runners had enough trouble
in completing one lap in 47
minutes , let alone two!
Organising a·road race is not an
easy business: sponsors have to be
found ; posters and leaflets are
required to advertise and promote
the event outside the boundaries
of Edinburgh; prizes have to be
selected , most of which have an

alcoholic ring about them ; on the
actual day of the race , desks have
to be manned to accept race
entries and to distribute race numbers, free key-rings , (not to be
scoffed at!) and the renowned
(and sometimes dreaded) tea tickets.

men ts, does not do much fo r one's
ego.

The race itself was won impressively by Terry Mitchell , representing the Fife Athletic Club, in a
very quick time of 51 minutes 20
seconds. His nearest rival , A .
Douglas of Glasgow University ,
Chaos was avoided, and the trailed by more than a minute but
race began promptly at 3 pm in a all eyes were on Edinburgh's own
steady drizzle. For the majority of Marc Streit , for he strode home to
the Hare and Hounds, it was to be ensure that the Haries occupied a
a day of inactive participation, as spot in the top ten. His time of 55
race officials were desperately minutes 17 seconds was enough to
needed to direct the athletes along . secure him 9th position , and it
the correct route . Thus, instead of seems as if Mr Streit is.improving
adorning the famous green vests , with every race.
the Haries resorted to wearing
Not surprisingly, the field of
rather unfashionable yellow plastic bags, with holes for the arms runners became well spread out,
and head. One does not pose as a with a few of the more experirace official if one is prone to be enced (in terms of age) crawling
easily embarrassed , for standing around the course in approxion the corner of a main road mately an hour and a half. Yet
sporting one of these yellow gar- even the character bringing up the

rear of the field was sporting a
cheeky grin - "This is fun " - he
·chocked in between deep
breathes - "I'm getting better
with every race. You know , I was
really quite slow last year." He
defied his age and his rather
ample build to reach the finishing
line . .. and that is what it is all
bout.
Alas, by the time that he had
finished , everyone was sheltering
from the elements in the Union
building, dining on sausage rolls
and discussing the trials and tribulations of the
afternoon 's
activities. Our friend did not seem
to be too concerned about the lack
of interest shown in his own personal performance . . He merely
glanced at his watch and
exclaimed " I've been averaging
under ten minute miles ... wait till
I tell the wife!"
Carl Marston

Same Again Lads?
already warming up. The Lacrosse Club appeared having dragged along a few friends , Agrics
and some innocent bystanders.

ability to flatten anyone in his way
including the ref. At half-time the
Rugby Club , after some excellent
attempts at goal, led 2-0.

After going . down 2-3 to the ·
Lacrosse team, the Shinty team
the n took on the Rugby team , and
despite being outnumbered, they'
However, the Rugby Club had emerged victorious with a 2-1 wm
set its heart on a mud wrestle and
This left the Lacr.osse team to
demanded a game. This involved take on the Rugby team who
several rapid phone calls cancel- decided they really had only been
ling the cancellation (it's amazing warming up . More dirty tactics
how abusive people can be o n the continued particularly by John
phone on a Sunday!) . At 2 pm the. 'put your stomach on my shoulRugby Club and Shinty Club were der' Douglas and Stuart's brilliant

The Lacrosse team quickly
reasserted itself to go into a 3-2
lead which only served to inspire
the Rugby team further. Jennie's
superb rugby tackle on Alasdair's
leg could not stop the Rugby team
going on to win 4-3. Wet , tired,
and muddy we trooped off the
pitch wondenng why the hell
people played Lacrosse. But we
had a good ti me. How about a
replay on Sports Day, lads? ...

Last Sunday, Peffermill
was drenched in rain. The
organiser of the Intra-Mural
Lacrosse Tournament, wisely
decided to cancel this prestigious event, mostly due to a
,thumping hangover.

Why not be boss this weekend?
As a memb er of the Royal Naval Reserve,
you can become a Naval Officer in your
spare time.
As a Seaman Officer (male) , you
can qualify first as Officer of the Watch,
progress to First Lieutenant, and eventually command your own Minesweeper

35, of all specialisations, and former
or Patrol Craft. Or, as a Naval Control
Royal
Navy or WRNS Officers up to age
of Shipping Officer (male/ female) •
45
can
also be considered.
could be trained to handle the
·
'
If you can give up one evening
world-wide routeing of
vital econornic shipping 1'4~Jtdfl~ro;l:JFi\ per week, several weekends and
one fortnight a year, you will
in the event of war.
enjoy the chance to traveL make
You can join at 18
new
friends, learn new skills and
with a minimum of 2 'Pi..
be well paid for it, plus a taxLevels and 3 'O' Levels. 1J£11iR
free Annual Bounty of up
Or you can
&
to£455.
join iater, up to
If you're interested,
the age of 30, if
send
in the coupon for
you have a
more
details - and that's
UK degree
an
order!
or equivalent

Craig in action on Sunday, in a frantic game of ping pong.
Photo: Paul Hulton

C. L · L

......:. - - - - - To: Captain P. McLaren RN , Office of the Commander-in-Chief, Naval Home Command, (TA2(R)),

HM
Naval Base Portsmouth P013LR.
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~
Please send me 'without obligation full details about joining the Roya ava eserve. .
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controlled kick to the head which
gained him a draw with his second
Dan graded opponent. Both Alan
Fighters from the com- and Max despatched with their
bined Edinburgh University second opponents with punches to
Karate clubs gathered in the the body and head . Angus Du~
Pleasance a fortnight ago to. gan drew in what was to be hts
only fight of the day , while Angus
compete with opponents from Cameron's opponent was disqualAberdeen and St. Andrews.
ified for bleeding Angus' nose. It
The Stirling team failed to turn was suggested by cine of the
up in what was to be a four team referees that combatants should
match. The fighting started wear muzzles after Angus' oppoquickly with a match between nent later bled another fighters
Edinburgh and Aberdeen m nose in the "friendlies'.' !
which Edinburgh were victorious.
Ian , together with the two
Angus Cameron (Shukokai) and
Pearson
Colin
·Max Meju (Shotokan) managed reserves;
to draw with their Aberdeen (Shukakai) and John .Load
adversaries. While , although Ian (Shukokai), went on to fight m the
Nichols (Shukokai) was beaten by " friendlies" .
Edinburgh gained maximum
a Dan grade; Allan McCubbih
(Shukokai) defeated his Aber- points from their victories over
deen opponent. Angus Duggan Aberdeen, St. Andrews, an an
(Sh k ) h d
Ab rdeen absent Stirling.
oto an
a no
e
opponent and so was awarded his
Today's was one of a nu~ber ?f
two points automatically.
matches which will culminate m
In the match against St. the Scottish Universities ChamAndrews Edinburgh were even pio.nships at tpe beginning of the
more successful. Ian scored with a ThtrdTerm.
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Black Lagoon
Needing a victory to stay in first Edinburgh goal after one of
contention for the Intervar- only a few completed home team
sity Littlejohn Vase Edin- moves . Later on "Grandad"
Samual followed with another and
burgh Shinty Club lacked no although his wife had not witnesincentive to win their home sed this triumph neither Samuel
game against Aberdeen Uni nor anyone else of the Edinburgh
team was other than content to
on Saturday.
leave it at that .
However despite fulfilling this·
Oblivious to the fact that Edinrequirement it was a disappointed
burgh had decided they were winteam that walked off the pitch .
ners, Aberdeen decided to begin
There being three categories of
to play . It was then that the mud
experience in shinty: dream , fan- began to hot up with the pitter
tasy and nightmare this game was
patter of spilling blood: "The Pefmost certainly of the last type.
fermill C hainsaw Massacre" was
The muddy pitch bore a strong underway. The pitch was the harresemblance to that black lagoon dest hit victim with divots fl ying
whence the monster emerged and everywhere - much easier to hit
at least one Aberdeen player was than that little round object. R alf
observed to have bolts in his neck . " Lovelybum" did prove very
It was the shinty itself that was the effective in defence despite this.
most frightening aspect of the Then attention was turned to
whole game . Slow and"laborious, other players , with " Friar Tuck"
Sherwood using his mountaineerboth teams took a lot of effort to
ing skills to climb all over his
do very little. "Stud" Reekie was
man 's back. But it was Aberdeen
the first to emerge as a player less
who committed the worst offence
at sea than most to slot home the

of the who le game. While "The
Bear" was outstanding in goals
there was little he could do to prevent the desecration of the net:
without any excuse and with blatant affrontery Aberdeen actually
scored!

Groin Strain

Why is it that it is always
immediately after~ bad result
that the sports pages have
room for a squash report?
Well, unfortunately, last
Wednesday was one of those
eveni~gs when not very much
went right for the University
men's squash team.

This almost woke the home side
from their nightm are-ridden
Colinton Castle is definitely not
slumber and they attempted to
a lucky venue. Last term we lost to
put Aberdeen under pressure but
their 'B' team in a catastrophic
with littl e success. T here was little
result which was a pretty major
chance that Aberdeen would
constituent reason why the team
come back to snatch a draw as the
faces the p rospect of relegation .
game drew to its last quarter. By
Last week we pl ayed the ' A' team ,
this stage it was however too late
a side we'd beaten last half, and
Golly Grant's eyes were
succeeded in gathering a meagre .
already glinting: it was " The Shinsix points.
ing" all over again as Grant
Blighted by interviews , fina l
attempted to amputate his oppoyear nerves , and a racket in the
nent's leg below the knee, fortu nately the ref made the best deci- . mouth which nearly removed
some teeth , Neil McLeod lost 1-3
sion of the game by blowing the
- a result which Bob Lynch had
final whistle early to waken both
very little to do with (sorry, that's
teams back to the real world of
very obscure). Graeme Seller lost
wine , women and song.
2-3 , sporadically playing brilliant
Tomas Mag Uidhir
squash , appearing to hit nicks at
will , and then relapsing to his ,
dare I say it , normal state of con·centratio n . A dmittedly, when
Chris Lawrence led the scorers ond game, the Edinburgh offen- you're playing with shorts round
with 27 points , Troy Black added sive machine moved into high your a nkles for half the game it's
24, and Mark Gedney chipped in gear, and proved far too powerful quite difficult , but ...
18. Edinburgh also received for a weak Stirling squad. Once
Next for the hatchet was a
strong contributions from Don again, Black was the main man ,
Heberly and Aubrey Smith in this piling up 30 points , while Lawr- somewhat out of sorts Rick Ford.
contest, which improved their ence and Dedney added 24 each.
league leading record to 13 wins
With the season winding down ,
~nd 1 loss.
Edinburgh has. several goals
Saturday, Edinburgh played within their reach. As earlier
back to back games with only six stated, with victories in two of
The Rifle Club has dominated
layers , who all proved them- their re mai ning from Save and the Scottish Universities League
P
selves fit on this day. The Dukes p rosper L 0 th.tan Le ague games, this year, not losing a match, and
had defeated both teams in a mini- the Dukes will fi nish the season in were clear favourites at the Scottournament earlier this year in first place. Also , Edinburgh faced tish Universities Indoor ChamAberdeen, and the results were heriot-Watt in a semi-final Let- pionships at Perth on Saturday.
no different this time around . In . hian Cup match last night , and They did not disappoint. The team
the opening game, Black paced winning the cup is a distinct possi- of eight produced their best form
the offense with 28, Lawrence bility. On Saturday, the Dukes and a superb score of 54 dropped
contributed 22, and Smith ta llied will journey to Stirling for the ex 2400, nearly half the points
JS.
scottish Universities finals , with
Glasgow , St. Andrews , and Stirl- dropped by Aberdeen in second
Strathclyde's offensive game ing, also involved. With a strong with 96 off.
was shut down in the second half, close to the season , Edinburgh
John Oliphant started with a
as their inside game in particular. could achieved several titles , but fine 296 ex 300. Other notable perwas rendered impotent by a hustl- only time till tell.
formances were lain Harrison
ing Edinburgh defence. In the secChris Lawrence (295), Donald Mcintosh (292),

Time Will Tell For Dukes

The Edinburgh University
BasketbaU Club continued its

winning ways last week, in the
process moving closer to
clinching the Lothian League
title. On Wednesday, the
Dokes defeated league rival
Glenrothes, 94-79, moving
within two victories of the
championship.
Edinburgh
·
participated in a triangular
Saturday at Strathclyde in
Glasgow, and won their two
games, beating the host
school 80-65 and steamrolling
Stirling 110-56.
In the Glenrothes game , Edinburgh relied on a strong second
half to achieve the victory. The
score was tied at 38 after twenty
minutes, but utilizing a fast break
s1yle in the second session, the
Dukes managed to pull away.

Rifle Club

STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE
ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE
istings with reference numrs can be followed up by·
oing to the Student Accomodation Service at 30
~uccleuch Place.
room available in Sciennes. Vacnt on 20th Ma rch . £80.20 per month .
efno I t6.
Ingle room available in Goklenacre.
acant on 6th March . £t36 per month .
ef no l t8.
ostgraduate or undergraduate male

anted for single room in Sciennes.
0 .20 per month. Vacant on !st April.
ef no 11 9.
Ingle room avaHable In Montpelier
ark. Vacant now. £85 per month. Ref
0120.
emaJe wanted ror single room In Nicol-

son Street. Vaca nt o n lst April. £80. 10
pe r mo nth . Ref no 121.
Female wanted ror single room in Mon·
tague Street. Fourth year or postgraduate preferred . Vacant now . £26
per week . Ref no 122.
Male wanted for single room in South
College Street. £80.10 per month. Vacant on 7th March. Ref no 123.
Non.smoking male wanted to share
room in Blacket Avenue. Vacant now.
£80 per mo nth . Ref no 100.
Vacancy ror two males, two females o r a
couple in Denham Green Terrace .
Available at the end of Ma rch . £83.33
per month each . Ref no 110.
Shared room available in Thirlstane
Road. Vacant now. £t50per month. Re f
no 115.
I
Room available In central flat Tollcross
from start of the Easter holid,ays. Flat i~
!O be rented for next year too, so move
m and beat the ru sh . Female prefe rred.
£64.60 per month.

Single room available in Marchmont
Road . Vaca nt now . £ 100 per month . Ref
no 109.
Single room available in Morrison
Street. Vacant o n the 24th March.
£93.33 per month . Ref not 11 .
Single room available in Buccleuch
Terrace. Vaca nt from 25th March until
June. £100 per month . Ref no 11 2.
Single room available in Lothian Street.
Vacant on 16th March . £64 per monht.
Ref not 13.
Postgraduate wanted for single room in
duncan Street, Newingto n .. Vacant on
the 14th March . £ 100 per month . Ref no
11 4.
Easter in London. Rooms available from
£24 per week. Fo rfurther de tails contact
Student Accommodation Service, IS
Princes Gardens, Impe ri al College of
Science a nd Technol ogy, London SW?.
Te l 01 589 5111 ext 3602.
·
Summer in London. Rooms available
from !0th Juiy until th e 18th September.

Minim um stay one month . Fo r regis-

tered students only . Contact the Accommodation Office. Queen Mary College.
Mile E nd Road , London . Or contact 01
980 4811 ext 3 109.
Self-catering
flats
avai la ble
in
Edinburgh during summer. Cont act the
Student
Accommodation
Service ,
Vacation Bookings, 30 Buccleuch Place.
Tel 0316670151.

MISCELLANEOUS
Wanted: Scotland v. Wales rugby
tickets . stand or terraci ng, two or mo re.
Contact Ke n 229 2937 .
Skiing to Murren , Switzerl and, with the
EU Ski Club. Two weeks skiin g, travel
accom modation , food , insura nce, ski
passes etc., all included in price of £330.
Depart 2 1st Ma rch . If inte rested phone
Christine 225 5953 (Edward Salverson
Hall , Mylne's Court).
For sale: Ricon camera KR JO super wit h
standard 50mm lens. Contact G .

. A very a1sappomtmg groin strain

related 0-3 defeat was a dist"
blow.
tnct
. Kevin Hart revived spirits With
his customary unconventional d"
play _of skid boards, angles a~~
m1sh1ts to demoralise his oppo.
nent, . but then Paul Jeffre
wheezing around the court gy,
' 01
beaten 0-3 as well. Pretty discourteous.
Luckily the team had a chan
to redeem itself pretty soon, at t~e
Scottish Universities lndividua~
Tournament held at Stirling. Dn.
ven on by the incentive of a fre
weekend in Dubli
n (Concorde IS_e
.
apparent Iy bemg specially laid on
by the Sports Union for the trip)
Graeme Seller and Paul Jeffrey
both defeated soeded players 10
secure semi-final places. Each in
turn was def~ated by the No. 2
seed, Dave Gordo n from Stirling
but they had done enough by the~
to guarantee themselves a chance
to see for themselves if there
really is Guinness in the Liffey.
Of the girls. Wendy Stevens
came second in lhe plate competition , and a relative of Margo
Lynagh 's won the gi rls' main
event. The Sports Union President performed heroically, but
narrowly lost out 9-1 , 9-1 , 9-1 in
the first round. Sorry , Jenny, and
we'll get a coach soon!
Kevin Keagan
Dave Gill (291 ) and Gillian Bell
(290).
On the "anchor leg" the last two
people to shoot were Willy Low
and Simon Riley, and they had the
added pressure of knowing what
score was required to win the individual prize. Willy finished with
295 ex 300 to give him equal fourth
place. Having dropped two points
on his first string of shots, Simon
Riley managed to steady his nerves
and fired 20 consecutive "bulls" to
finish on 398 and take the individual honours. At the final count
John Oliphant was found to be second, Simon and John took the
pairs prize and the Rine Club also
won the quartet.
The BuUet
C raw fo rd 346 2637 .
Actress and two ancient Britons are
missi ng their bishop . Ca thy come home.

Student 's classified section isa free
service to readers. We welcome
accommodation, "for sale" and
other small adverts. Adverts
should be kept to a maximum of30
. words and may be handed into the
Student office (first floor, 48 Plea·
sance) or placed in the red Stud~n
collection boxes in the Teviot
foyer, Mandela centre Union. ShoP
and in A&M Reid grocers tn the
KB Centre.

l.1iN•l9~P

Student's editorial offices are 31

48 Plcasance, first floor, ph
1
5581117/8or667 1011 ext.449'i·
you want to get involved, come
0
along to the Editorial Meeting ~
the section meetings, all hsle 1
0
below . Alternatively, phone us
leave a message .
EDITORIAL MEETING
Friday, I pm

MUSIC
Wednesday ; 1 pm

ARTS
Thursday; 1.15 pm at
B annerman's Pub

NEWS
Thursday; I pm

FILM
FEATURES
WHAT'S ON
SPORTS
PHOTOGRAPHY,
·GRAPIDCS
Friday; 1.30 pm

